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ognize the belligerents who are fighting him," he said. "I believe the factions should be allowed to fight out

IN AND CHILD

SEPTEMBER

NEW RACE DEVELOPING
Chicago, Sept. 4. A new race of
Aryan... stock, which is destined to
rule the world, is developing on the
Pacific coast, according to prominent
theosophists from all parts of the
country who gathered here today to

4, 1913.

CITY EDITION

ONE WESTEHNEF: LEFT
Garden City, N. Y., Sept. 4. Charles
Evans, Jr., of Edgewa'.er, who had a
thrilling 39 hole fight with Eden M.
Byers of Allegheny yesterday, was the
E
only western representative
among
the eight survivors that started the
third round' for the national amateur
golf championship today. The other
seevn included four players from the
New York metropolitan district, one,
JUDGE HUTCHINSON REFUSES TO "Tom" Sherman, Bon of the late vice CONDITIONS AT PAINT CREEK, W,
ORDER A WRIT OF
president, from central New York, and
VA., DECLARED TO BE WORSE "
two fromv Massachusetts.
THAN A YEAR AGO
Evans' spectacular extra hole match
yesterday centered attention on him
SECRET today and a large gallery followed him SENATE
IN
IS
HEARING
HE ARS
ABOUT
IT
and W. J. Travis, when they began
their match.
OF
BOARD
MINE MANAGER TESTIFIES BE.
SPECIAL
INQUIRY
At the end of the morning round
TAKES TESTIMONY FOR IMFORE ITS COMMITTE OF
Evans was one up on Travis.
MIGRATION BODY
INVESTIGATION
Travers won his match with Reid
'
by 3 up and 2 to go.
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their domestic troubles, but every
a
sense of fairness dictates that
BY
should be given the right to
arms
ana
munitions
of
iirchuie
war."
j
Senator BnstoV said he disagreed
attend the opening session of the
with the, president's warning to Amer
F
twenty:seveuth annual meeting of the
icans to leave Mexico. That, he mainAmerican Bection of the Theosophical
tained, was taken as1 an indication
society, which will hold daily sessions
PRESIDENT that intervention was contemplated. FREMONT, NEB., IS THE, SCENE until next Monday.
THE PROVISIONAL
He was opposed to intervention at
OF A SHOCKINGLY BRUTAL
One of the principal matters to be
WISHES TO BE ELIGIBLE
this time. The senator, ssld he reconsidered is the development of th
MURDER
AS CANDIDATE
frained from introducing a resolution
society's IS acre tract at Klatona,
providing for equal opportunity for
now used as the headquarters
Calif.,
the importation of arms only because MOTHERCHOKEDiBABYBEATEN
for
the
TO 00 BEFORE THE PEOPLE he did not wish to
organization and bought two
stir up the discusyears ago at a cost of $100,000. A
sion, again.
Senator Sheppard pointed out that NEIGHBORS FIND THE BODIES OF school has been opened for th cult
THINKS HE WOULD' HAVE A
with (JO volunteers workers. The ulHuerta could no longer import arms
MRS. PETERSON AND HER
CHANCE TO 'UCCEED AT
timate
plan is to use Klatona, which
and Chairman Bacon of the foreign
LITTLE SON
POPULAR ELECTION
is
in
the
municipal boundaries of Los
relaticnr, committee, said that people
Angeles, for the organization of a colwere in hearty accord
ot the couau-to be the nucleus of a DEFENDANT1
GUARD TELLSK!S
FIRST WITNESS
ABANDONED with the president's attempt to solve THE HUSBAND IS SUSPECTED ony which is
CITY
WHOLE
STOHY
new
race
or
type in America
physical
"disastrous
a
the problem without
THE
MAYOR'S
VOCAT'ON
which theosophists believe is now
war."
FAILURE TO EFFECT A RECONNew York, Sept. 14. Mayor Gaynor SAYS MINERS SHOT HIM ANO
DECLARES HE ENTERED CANADA
MADERA IS DESERTED BY ALL
forming in this country.
his friends and political
IS
CILIATION
HIS
SUPPOSED
IMMUNE
surprised
WERE HAPPY WHEN THEY
AS
THE
A.TOURIST,
INCLUDING
FACTIONS,,
A Tcn Is Abandoned
'
enemies alike today by
for
'
MINER DEAD
fed- "BILL"
MOTIVE
4.
THOUGHT HIM DEAD
Rebels,
El
Tex.,
Paso,
Sept.
AMERICANS
:'
Europe on the steamship Baltic. AsSept. 4. Death
Milledgeville, Ga
erals and bandits have abandoned the
tonishment that he should leave New
has freed "Bill' Miner, notorious
town of Madera, the Pearson lumber
Coaticook, Que., Sept. 4. For two York on the eve of his
Fremont, Neb.,. Sept. 4. The wife
Washington, Sept. 4. More lawless
Washington, D. C, Sept. 4. ..I
robber and jailed breaker, from his last
campaign for ness
headquarters in the state of Glunua and
child or Rasmus Peter
and disorder exists today along
hours today Harry K. Thaw, fugitive
Consul Hanna at Monterey reported
was somewhat allayed by
career,
hua, according to F. C Herr, general son were murdered iu their home last prison term. His
Paint
faced a special board the announcement
Creek, w. Va., than at any other
lrom
Matteawan,
today there was no truth in the story
that his trip would
manager of the company, who leport-e- night, the bodies being found by which included clashes with the laws of inquiry seeking to deport him from
period In its history, according lo tothat six Americans had been executed
J last only
20
will
The
re
days.
mayor'
here last night on an overland trip. neighbors this morning. The woman of more than a scare of states, and
the Dominion under the immigration turn on the same ship, due to arrive day's testimony of Walter S. Woods,
by a federal Mexican general at
He says everything hud been taken had been choked and beaten to death several Canadian provinces,
ended
general manager of tho Standard
All Americans and foreigners
and pressed the point that he en; here September 21.
act,
last night, at the eGorgia prison farm.
that is worth taking and there is and the child's brains beaten out.
Splint Coal
of that district,
as a tourist and as such
in Torreon were safe as late as AuCanada
lered
He
Mayor
Gaynor's plans, previously before the company
Miner's criminal career began nearnothing now left but the plant.
The authorities are searching1 for
comsenate
to deportation.
was
not
amenable
investigating
gust 31.
announced, spoke o fa vacation trip
fears that Maximo Castillo's free- Peterson and have bloodhounds on his ly 60 years ago.- He left his home in
board agreed to "consider" his of two weeks to the Adirondacks. mittee. The lawlessness, he said, exConsul Hostetter at Hermosillo reThe
and
booters will return to the place
trail. Peterson and his wife separ- .lackson county, Ky., before he was 1.1
perienced by the company consisted
until later which was to
ports the governor of Sonora is of- burn the
when they learn that ated a few weeks ago and he went to years old and went west. He admit- contention and adjourned
begin today. Nobody of
plant
who
general disorder among the miners.
afternoon.
fering protection to Americans
this
knew that he had gone abroad until
the federals have disappeared.
'
Minnesota, but returned this weeK ted numerous stage coach robberies
more radical ones" were stir"The
wish to remain.
Thaw was followed by H. Johnston, after the Baltic had sailed at noun.
Villa's band of rebels were east of and is said to have made unsuccess- and train holdups and was several
William Bayard Hale, who spent
trouble with those who reover
the
up
him
ring
who
a
brought
farmer,
Madera at San Andreas when he left ful efforts to effect a reconciliation. times imprisoned for robbing banks.
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work,' he declared.
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deserted
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the state prison farm here for robWilson today information ne gathered
and "guards" were described
strikers
Ford he stopped late at night.
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Hayes
Sept.
Marblehead,
bing a train near Lula, Ga.
ARMY AVIATOR DIES
about the Huerta government, and
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More Troops for Juarez
won the third race In the International guards. The climax of his story was
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He declined to discuss his visit with
an account of being left for dead after
counsel.
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U. S. A., was instantly killed today
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Thomas Russum of Chicago has filed
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or less unfavorable
Incidents are possible at any time
and to prepare, as far as practicable,
ESTABLISHED 1879.
to safeguard against them, but it is
foolishness alone that drives one out
Published By
In search of difficulties which may
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
never arise.
(Incorporated.)
The combination of conditions now
prevailing is seldom improved upon.
EDITOR There have been larger crops in the
M. M. PADGETT
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together, yet there Is assured a yield
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grain and cotton ample for domes
ag..!ii"jit..'
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class matter.
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ROYALTY ATTENDS MARRIAGE OF
THE DEPOSED RULER OF
PORTUGAL

4 On something of the
Sigmaringen, Sent. 4. Princess Au
to
a
thief
catch
of
"setting
gustine Victoria, daughter of Prince
principle
William of Hohenzollern, and Manuel,
a thief," Pope Plus, in his world-wid- e
fight against femininism, is hereafter the deposed king of Portugal, were
to use the women themselves as his married with the rites of the Catholic
principal combatants for stamping church today In the ancient royal casout what he believes to be the evils of tle which has been the home of the
the movement.
bride since her birth. The religious
This crusade of the Catholic church, ceremony that Joined the couple in
which the pope considers equally as wedlock was performed by Cardinal
Important as and in some, respects Netto, the late Archbishop Patriarch
closely allied to. his fight against of Lisbon. The bride was given away
'modernisms," nas, np to the present by her father. Four princesses, rep
moment, been largely in the hands resenting as many of the royal famof men cardinals, archbishops, biBh-op- s ilies of Germany, attended her as
and priests and prelates general bridesmaids.
ly. Its failure to attain the ends he
The marriage service was perform
had hoped for is due,-thpope now ed in the
chapel of the castle. The
nabelieves, largely to this
of the affair was solemn and imspirit
ture of the combat, and it is this that
while the costly gowns and
has decided him to seek the aid f pressive,
and the showy uniforms of dis
jewels
the women themselves hereafter,
tinguished personages furnished a re
placing the future of the movement in
gal stage setting.
their hands.
Only the close relatives of the two
As the first step to mis end the
and a few of the highest
families
the
pope today officially approved
found place in the small chainterna
prospectus for a world-wid- e
tional federation of the Catholic Wom- pel of the castle where the ceremony
en's leagues. National federations of was performed. The other guests, in
AUTO THIEF ARRESTED
this society already exist in the Unit cluding several score of princes and
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 4. J. H. ed States, England and nearly all of princesses belonging to all of the
AT Iba, who with a
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
pal named Leo Adair, the European countries, especially royal families of Europe, were station
au
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
stole an E. M. F. 30
where the feminist movement is ed according to their rank, in the
PAID FOR
tomobile from A. S. Carter, 531 Six
various salons and halls through
strongly pronounced.
teenth street, Denver, on August 14
While it is generally known that which the bridal procession passed.
Advertisers are sruaranteed the was arrested today by Chief of Po the general policy of this new interA royal salute and a blare' of trum
lice McMillin in this city and after a national federation of women Is to be
announced to the waiting popul
largest ?ully and weekly circulation
pets
New sweating confessed to the theft of the decididely reactionary from the point ace the conclusion of the
if any newspaper In northern
wedding
auto. He peached on his partner, of view of many of the feminist leadMexico.
A mighty roar of cheers
ceremony.
telling the chief that Adair was wait ers in all parts of the world, yet, with went up from the enormous crowd
ing with the' machine at the White possibly one exception, it Is not to that thronged the vicinity of the cas
TELEPHONES
ranch between Howe and Fulton, on be opposed to some of the more vital tle. In
response, the
.Main 2
6usini!i9 Oft ce
the Santa Fe line north of Lamy, for principles of the movement. It has
pair
upon a balcony of the
appeared
9
.Main
News Department
Iba to come back with certain neces been ever the theory of Pope Pius X
castle and smilingly bowed their acsary parts for the car, after which that the sphere of women should be
knowledgements. The bride was flush4, 1913.
SEPTEMBER
the two planned to resume their jour limited absolutely to the home and ed and radiant as she
appeared upon
ney In the stolen auto through this the church and this restriction will the balcony, led
the bridegroom
by
A LESSON JTKOM KANSAS
be largely the basic end to be attaincity to the coast.
The wedding presents received ly
Chief McMillin immediately got on ed by the new reactionary movement. Manuel
and his bride were so numer
Kansas farmers have been obliged the wire and notified mounted police
The federation will In' no way in- ous
columns would be required to
that
to sjciiive their cattle at a loss this
headquarters and Sheriff Clossin of terfere with those feministic move- given a
list of them. They
complete
of
summer because of the shortage
Santa Fe county at Santa Fe. A party ments, the aim of which is merely the
feed for use during the winter months of officers left this afternoon In an highest possible development of wom- included a magnificent set of table
and the burning up of the pastures auto for the rendezvous north of Lamy en. In fact, it will have a propaganda silver from King George and Queen
a gold wine flagon from Queen
by the unrelenting sun of the most to apprehend Adair and recover the all of its own to that end, but in ine Mary,
Alexandra,
pearls jnjd diamonds from
p rtistent drought in the history of car.
attainment of this highest developme nmg ana queen or spam, an .jmthe iiate.
Of
is
which
It
ment
woman
capable
Iba arrived here a short time ago
'iLtrie farmers are kicking them- and went to work as a waiter in the will seek to keep her within the erald and diamond necklace from the
.
and queen of Italy, and several
kW es, or hiring somebody else to do
restaurant to raise enough sphere of the home, with the church king articles
of jewelry from the
ii for them, because they had neglect Sturges'
costly
of a
money to get the car accessories. as her one outlet for activities
members
German
of
the
ed to provide silos for use in the
imperial
nature.
He talked freely about "having a car broader
Other appropriate presents
bturage of feed. Had they been pos- on the road." When arrested he had
The one exception, however, that Is family.
were received from nearly everybody
hessed of these almost indispensable
Just sold a gun and purchased a pair to be made, and that la to be made
pieces of farm equipment they would of inner tubes for the car. Iba at at once, is that of a determined cru- present at the marriage. One of ihe
have b(; a able to cut their corn crop
presents from Manuel to his bride
his guilt but as he answer- sade against the modern evils of fash- was a
when it was seen that the hope of first denied
very old emerald ring which
necesin
the
was
ion,
it
urgent
fact,
ed the description in the hands of
was uui:e ine property or Latnenn?
raising grain had passed, stored it in
the
based
of
upon
this,
largely
sity
he soon got in
Bilos and b. n assured of plenty of the chief accurately,
of Aragon, wife of King Henry VUI
was nothing failure of the church to attain this
water
there
that
hot
such
t
of England.
feed, during le winter. As the result
exhortations
of
end
its
the
usual
by
it. He la
ef the droi'ght silos nre to be seen to do but make a breast of
The bride of today recently passed
return prelates, that prompted Pope Pius to
his
here
held
pending
being
twenty-thirher
going lip on nearly every Kansas farm.
or
the
immediate
the
birthday. Her fatli
approval
plans
to the Denver authorities.
Consequently, the next drought will
of the er Is head of the only
federation
for
International
the
A reward of $50 was offered some
not have near the terrors "of the memwomen.
The fight against the de- and probably the oldest, branch of
time
ago for the car and the theif and
orable "dry spell" of 1913.
which the pope believes the House of Hohenzollern, of which
moralization
was
New Mexico farmers
and cattle $25 for the car alone. Mr. Carter
that the pursuit cf fashion Is working Emperor William is head of the royal
raisers may learn a lesson from the here last Saturday, leaving Sunday, In the ranks of women is to be taken branch. The grandfather of the bride
.McMil'.o:i on
was Prince Leoold of Hohpnzollern
experience of the Kansans. There is an interviewed Chief
up at once.
while
here.
case
the
As a matter of fact this fight on Sigmaringen. whose wife was the In
scarcely a season in this part of the
state when corn and other crops
the part of the church is already one lanta Antonia of Portugal. She was
SLIT TROUSERS TABOO
which are available for ensilage canof long standing, but up to the present a sister of
Manuel's grand
Indianapolis, Aug. 4. Slit skirib moment most of its efforts have re
not be matured to a point far beyond
which makes the bride and
father,
that reached by the Kansas crops may go tne limit, oui siu .uoubcio sulted In signal failure. Until a tew bridegroom of
today second cousins.
before the drought caught them, giv- worn by males are taboo on the years ago the question of evening
Manuel is of the sanw age
dresses- for women was the only one as his bride. He was born at h;s
ing them a greater value as feed. In streets of Indianapolis.
Urant Freeman, 36, a mere man,
the majority of seasons have crops
against which the church deemed It mother's estate of Villavicosa, not far
can be fully maturea. Then, why not touud out to his sorrow yesterday necessary to legislate ,abd the pope from the
Spanish border. Before he
more silos on the dry farming lands Uiat he could not parade down the issued an order forbidding all cardi was 18
years old he served aboard the
flannel
with
white
district
business
of northern New Mexico? They will
nals, papal ambassadors and other Portuguese
r
Africa
as a
do more to contribute to the success trousers slit to tne Knees. At maw prelates to attend social
functions midshipman. He was 18
old
on
more
years
wasn't
Freeman
any
showing
of the farmers in the country east of
where women were gowned in evening February 1, 1908, when he
succeeded
some or the women pedestrians
than
Last Vegas than
dress.
any other one thing,
to the crown of Portugal through the
and will make San Miguel county the who called the attention of the police
Within the last three years, how assassination
of his father, King Carproducer of the largest amount of to him.
ever, the modern fashions have los, and his elder
summer
brother, Crown
Freeman wore a jaunty
dairy products and first class beef in
brought about a fight from the church Prince Luis Felipe. A band of men
white
flannel
His
suit.
trousers,
split
the state.
against much of the moaern tendency.
to the knees, displayed his legs clad which it is declared Is demoralizing fired upon the members of the royal
o
family while they weer driving in an
In red silk stockings. He- sure was
women, not only morally but econom
open carriage through the streets of
A JfEW BUSINESS going some when the women pointed
i:vj:
ically. This fight, especially in Italy, Lisbon.
V EAK
The king and the crown
the
out
to
him
coppers.
has had one or two culminating points
were
prince
each shot three times.
"Isn't that awful!" said one horri- but
culminating points that have al- Manuel
was slightly wounded.
While there are still four months fied woman in a split sKirt.
In
later
failure.
ended
Cardinal
ways
The double assassination was the
of the calendar year 1913, no small
"Terrible indecent!" retorted one Farrarl two years ago Issued an or
climax
of internal troubles which had
part of the business world regards this of the split skirted sisters.
hobble
the
der prohibiting
wearing of
as the end of the 1912-1"Ought to be pinched for inde- skirts. Not only was the order ut marked every year since Carlos
season, the
new
the throne in 18S9. The polione dating from September 1. cency," added a modest looking dame.
terly futile but resulted In the falling
tical troubles of the country were
This rests upon the fact that it is at
A policeman took charge of Free- off of attendance at all
funcreligious
due In the beginning to corrupt govthis time fho great crops, from which man, and there was a near stampede tions by women and girls.
the nation's wealth springs, are In when the wagon rolled away with
The other lines along which the fed- ernment and intolerably heavy taxes.
process of movement from the farms him. i He was, slaied or-- a charge of eration is to act in its fight against The crisis came when King Carlos atto market, and from them comes the offending persons on the streets.
some of the more pronounced tenden- tempted to rule the nation by absolute
stimulus of the activities which will
Freeman was very angry when he cies of feminism will be left open un- decree, dispensing with parliament
be on in full swing until the Christ- arrived at headquarters.
til the first international congress. At and abolishing the freedom of the
mas holidays bring temporary lull.
"This is an outrage," said he. "You that time a program will be submitted press.
Ther.e is abundant warrant for a allow women to walk the streets in which will have the approval of Pope
was
The discontent under Carlos
buoyant sentiment throughout the bus- slit skirts and diaphanous costumes, Pius X and which he is confident will not lessened when Manuel came to
iness world. No reasonable cause for but when I come out to amuse some attain the ends which up to the pres- the throne. Students of Portuguese
doubt or fear ag to the near future girl friends you pinch me for wearing ent moment he has vainly sought affairs predicted that the monarchy
exists in known conditions, and only trousers slit to the knees."
through the usual channels of the would soon be overthrown, and the
the stupid are governed in tho conrevolution of October, 1910, which endFreeman declared that his slit trou- church.
ed in the flight of Manuel from Porduct of afafirs by the vague dread of sers were no worse than the slit skirts
e
possible inauspicious developments. the women are wearing but the
tugal, was not a great surprise.
1: is
When he was king, it was believed
Subscribe for The Optic.
held, him jiist the same.
(be part of wif.dom to keep in
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Each week we will give away a Buster Brown watch and fob to
some boy or girl wearing Buster Brown Shoes. These watches are
good time keepers and such as any boy or girl should be proud to have. Come to our store any
time for full particulars how to get one of these watches FREE
Watch-ouwindows each Saturday afternoon for the name of the lucky one for the week.
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SHOES FOR BOYS and GIRLS
Buster Brown shoes combine style, comfort and service to the
greatest possible degree are made in such a vaiiety of styles
that every requirement can be met and insures to the purchaser that satisfaction expected.
Every pair is positively guaranteed to give satisfactory
If they do not, we will give you
ice
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would take an English
bride. At the time of his trip to Ens-lanIn 1909, it was said that he would
ask the hand of Princess Patricia of
Connaught or of Alexandra of Fife,
The possibility that he might marry
the daughter of Emperor William was
also rumored while he was on the
throne. But all of these rumors died
away after he was deposed. Princess
Augustine of Hohenzollern, the bride
of his choice, brings to Manuel a
plump dowry, which may be useful to
the former king. in the event that he
attempts to stir up affairs in Portugal with a view to regaining Ills
throne.

that Manuel

Since
tyEtJiday anniversary today.
his ordination more than fifty years
ago Bishop Moore has been active in
the affairs of the Methodist Episcopal
church. In addition to his work as a
pastor he has served as editor of the
church publications and1 as chancellor
of the University of Denver. For some
years he was stationed in the Far
East, with supervision of the Methodist missions in China, Japan and
Korea.

Swellings of the flesh caused by inflammation, cold, fractures of the
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism can be relieved by applying
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
should be well rubbed in over the part
affected. Its great healing and peneHOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- trating power eases the pain, reduces
ward for any case of Catarrh that swelling, and restores natural condicannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh tions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O. Adv.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years, ROYALTY AT CLAN GATHERING
and believe him perfectly honorable
Edinburgh, Sept. 4. The king and
in all business transactions and fin- queen motored
today from Balmoral
ancially able to carry out any obliga- castle to Braemar to attend the
gathtions made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, ering of the clans, of which event the
Toledo, O. king is the chief patron. The gather
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- ing is the most important fete day in
nally, acting directly upon the blood the highlands and never fails to at
and mucous surfaces of the system.
The
attendance.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 tract a brilliant
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- scene presented of men in tartans
and women in smart gowns, sashed
gists.
Take Hall's Family pills for constip- with the colors of the different clans,
ation. Adv.
is most picturesque.

CHILDREN

my 'town," writes Mrs. C. J. Martin,.
Boone Mill, Va. "I suffered for
witth stomach trouble and could
not eat as much as a biscuit without
suffering. I have taken three bottles-oChamberlain's Tablets and am now
a well woman and weigh 168 pounds.
I can eat anything I want to, and as
much as I want and feel better than
1 have
at any time in ten years. I
refer to any one In Boone Mill or vicinity and they will vouch for what I
say." Chamberlain's Tablets are for
sale by all dealers. Adv.
five-year-

--

'
APPLE PIE CARNIVAL
Rifle, Col., Sept. 4. The king and
visitors came to Rifle today to enjoy the festivities of the annual apple pie carnival. Origtnally conceived
as a celebration of the abundant apple crops of this section, the carnival

has developed this year into a two-dacelebration, with an attractive
program of racing, bucking and roping
contests, baseball and other sports.
In addition there Is a fine exhibit ot
live stock, fruit, vegetables and farm,
products. The managers still adhere
to the original custom of furnishing
apple pie free to every visitor.
f
y

Adenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoids result from a succession
of colds In babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
life of a child. The condition that
causes them may easily be avoided by
careful parents. Quickly and thorBISHOP MOORE 75 YEARS OLD
oughly cure all colds and throat Irriof Eighteen Children
Mother
tations
by the use of Foley's Honey
4.
Sept.!
Bishop
Indianapolis, Ind.,
"I am the mother of eighteen chil- and Tar Compound, and adenoid3 will
David M. Moore, whose home is in dren
and have the praise of doing not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red
this city, attained his seventy-fiftmore work than any young woman In Cross Drug Store. Adv.
h
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VISITORS EXPEND GIRLS WHO ARE

May Find Help in Mrs.
Letter About
Her Daughter.

DAILY
MATERIALLY
TRANSIENTS
CREASE COIN CIRCULATION
IN NEW YORK

IN-

El-sto-

n's

's
Burlington, Icwa. "Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has cured
my daughter of
weakness. She was
troubled almost a
and
year w i t h itbackqomplained of
ache, so t h a t I
thought she would
be an invalid. She
Was
entirely run
down, pale, nervous
Pink-ham-

New York, Sept. 4. vjut of town
visitors are contributing to the wealth
of New York at the rate of more than
sum
$2,000,000 a day, or the enormous
s
of billion dollars a
of
year. These are the remarkable figures which have just been compiled
as the result of a special investigation
here. The daily population of out of
town visitors is now over 200,000, or
about equal to the population of St.
Paul or Denver. The average expenditure foots up to about $10 each per
Their dinners cost ?520,00().
day.
Their hotel or boarding house rooms
and luncheon cost
w4th breakfast
$800,000.
They are spending $320,000
in the shops for clotkes, furniture,
jewelry, antiques and novelties; $200,-00In the theaters; $280,000 on water
trips, beach excursions, baths and
other amusements. New York, according to, these latest figures', in Its
capacity to accommodate strangers
beats Chicago 15 to 1;. Boston 25 to
1; Philadelphia 35 to 1; and Cincinnati 100 to 1. The city now has 700
hotels with more than 50,000 rooms,
about 40,000 of which are available
for transients. On a basis of two in
a room the number of visitors becomes 80,000. More than half as many
find accommodations in boarding
houses. The others are the visitors
for the day who depart 'before night.
In the matter of steamship arrivals
in this port the latest figures are representative.
During the year 2,008
passenger vessels arrived in port, besides 1,680 freight steamships and
4,480 sailing vessels, many carrying
passengers. There disembarked from
passenger ships 1,102,945 persons, that
is to say 126 each hour or more than
two passengers a minute. No other
city in the world, it is pointed out,
approaches this record for visiting
population and its enormous expenditures.
Lobsters
Eats Thirty-NinA worthy successor to the crown so
long worn by "Diamond Jim" Brady,
as King of Gourmandy, seems to have
arisen here in the person of "Chris"
Granger of Brooklyn, who is engaged
as yacht steward when he can connect
with a yacht large enough to carry
provisions necessary for a crew that
includes himself. The other night on
a $10 wager he put away no less than
39 lobsters, averaging over a pound
each, not to mention the necessary accompaniment of bread, salads, condiments and many quarts of beer to
wash it all down. That this was mere
ly a "light lunch" for Granger is evi-that he
dent from his
three-quarter-

0
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after-remar-

without

anc1

tite.

much

I was

appe-

very

di scouraged
Pinkham'a Vege-

Lydia E.
table Compound through friends and
now I praise it because it lias cured my
daughter. "Mrs. F. M. Elston, R. D.
No. 3, Burlington, Iowa.

but heard of

Case of Another Girl.

"I used to beboth-ere- d
with nervous spells, and would cry
if anyone was cross to me. I got awful weak spells especially in the morning, and my appetite was poor. I also
had a tender place in. my right side
which pained when I did any hard
work. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and my symptoms all
changed, and I am certainly feeling
fine. I recommend it to every suffering
woman or girl. You may use this letter for the good of others. "Miss Ella
Olson, 171 5th St., Virginia, Minn.
Scanlon, Minn.

Young Girls, Heed This Advice.

Girls who are troubled with painful or
irregular periods, backache, headache,'
dragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting
spells or indigestion, should immediately
seek restoration to health by taking Lydia E. rir.khcr.1'3 Vegetable Compound.
could have taken equally good care
of 39 morel lobsters had it been necessary in order to distance his competitor. On a former occasion Granger is credited with devouring a
blue fish along with nine large
potatoes, two loaves of bread and
six green peppers washed down by
ten bottles of beer. On both these

occasions the previous record of 16
pounds of beef steak was apparently
eclipsed, not only as to actual weight
but even more so as to volume. A
city alderman characterized as merely an appetizer the ten and a half
pound steak and 14 cups of coffee
which he recently consumed before
dinner, but in the absence of dinner
figures Granger seems to have a clear
title to being New York's heartiest
eater.
Wildcat Promoters Sad
The hard times in the "Wildcatters' row" grow harder in spite of
the upturn in stocks, for speculative
New York is awakening to the grim
realization that Americans slowly but
surely are becoming investors instead
of gamblers. With the postoffice department keeping the lid clamped
down tight upon their operations the
vendors of flambouyant shares in
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mining, oil or patent enterprises find
the going heavy and geUing heavier.
The letters to them from some of the
Friend
leaders of the wildcatting craft do
not offer encouragment to take foolA Duty that Every Man Owe to Those
who Perpetuate the Race.
hardy chances, for they come from
behind steel bars. The report of the
postoffice department that not less
than three or four hundred million
dollars a year had' been the price paid
by the public for crediting the stor.ies
of astuonding profits which might be
made in the wildcat issues has quite
effectively squelched tne operations
It is Just as important that men should
The disof the unscrupulous tribe.
know of progressive
In advance of
tinct tendency to sound investments motherhood.
The still'orinir, pain and diswas first observed in the west but tress Incident to child !enHn? can be easily
avoided
having nt hand a bottle of
the corporations, 01; some of them, Mother's by
Friend.
This Is a wonderful, penetrating, exter-nwere prompt to adopt the idea of cutapplication that relieves all tension
ting up of their bonds issues into de- .upon the muscles and enables them to expand
without
the painful slraln upon the liganominations of $100 and $500 as well
ments. Thus there Is avoided nil those nen.
as the traditional $1,000.
This re Vtoiis spells : the tendency to nausea or morn
duction in the minimum size of bonds ing Bickness Is counteracted, and a bright.
bnppy disposition is preserved that
has brought Into usefulness the hun- Runny,
reflects wonderfully upnn the character and
dreds of millions in savings funds temperament of the litile one soon to open
Its eyes in bewilderment at the joy of his
which the wildcatter had preyed upon. arrival.
Tou can obtain a bottle of
at any druir store at
People have become coupon clippers "Mother's ItFriend"
will be the beat dollar's worth
$1.00, and
who never hoped to have enough you
ever obtained. It preserves the moth-M- 's
health, enable her to make a qulclt
"saved up" at one time to buy
and
recovery, and thus with rebonds. A good many millions of newedcomplete
strength she will encerly devote
care and attention which)
to
herself
the
the big bond issues have been taken
mean so much to the
in this way by small investors al- Write to the Bradfleldwelfare of the child.
Regulator Co., 129
'Bid?., Atlanta, Ga., for their valuthough the activity of building shows Lamar
able and Instructive book of guidance for
that the Straus plan of dividing up expectant mothers. Get a bottla o Mothlarge first mortgages on skyscrapers er's Friend
and apartment houses, considered the
highest class of improved city real Pistol practice of course is by no
estate, has enlisted a great share of means neglected, and there is a menthe people's money in real estate tal schedule Including 30 subjects,
mortgages. The use of a big aggre- each comprehending 50 topics. One
gate of small sums to finance big of the most important; because flagoperation was accomplished in many rantly needed, is the proper manner
cases by the device of bond issues of arraigning prisoners.
of small denominations which were
secured by. big mortgages, the bond
When the bowels feel uncomfort
maturing serially and bearing 5Vz and able and you miss the exhilarating
6 per cent interest.
The high cost of feeling that always follows a copious
a dose of HER-EINliving had required higher rates of morning operation,
in a couple
will set you
income than had ruled and the real of hours. If taken right
at bedtime you
estate bond was the idea of a banker eet its beneficial effect after breakS. W. Strauss, with altruistic views, fast next day.
Price 50c.
Sold by
who spent 25 years in the quest for Central Drug Co. Adv.
a form of security which would prove
a substitute for the wildcat stocks and MORE RACE HORSES AT AUCTION
New York; Sept. 4.' Another notstill be secure.
able
sale of thoroughbred race fhorses
"Gold Brick" House to Go
was
opened today at Sheepshead Bay.
Another of the few remaining ties
between the old and new of New York The lot to go under the hammer em
city, and incidentally the oldest build- braces the entire Ramapo Stud, the
ing in the financial district, about to property of the late Charles Kohler.
make way for a more roomy and Many former champion race horses
otherwise up to date structure, is the are destined to change ownership as
old United States assay office at a result of the dispersal sale, among
Broad and Wall streets. Though a them the famous Uncle, fonner'y the
Others
dingy gray old building of only two property of John E. Madden.
stories, its lines are beautiful, for it on the list are Master Robert., Charles
is built in a simple yet effective Edward, Zeus, and Superman.
Grecian style with Ionic columns and
a facade regarded as one of the most
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
beautiful pieces of Grecian architec- cases of widney and bladder trouble,
and lumbago, because
ture in the United States. It was rheumatism the
cause. You can not
remove
they
built 90 years ago by the United take this honest curative medicine InStates bank, which was driven out of to your system without getting the
existence by president Jackson in right results. Try them. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
1836, when the building was sold to
the Bank of the State gf New York,
' PREFER TO BUY SPUDS
from which the United States acquirMontgomery, Ala., Sept. 4. Despite
1854.
is
in
ed it
The average citizen
the
fact that central Alabama has a
scarcely acquainted with the funcsoil
splendidly adapted to the growing
'1
tions of the assay office.
hither goes
of
potatoes, the late crop which
Irish
the miner with his pay dirt for assay,
is now being gathered is so small
for which he receives his gold notes
not sufficient to supply the
or silver bars at a ndminal cost to that It is
the state for two weeks.
of
demand
cover the running expenses of the ofMuch disappointment, Is expressed at
fice. For gold bars to be Bhipped
the. state agricultural department,
abroad, bankers go to the assay office, where the
principal effort of the past
whose weighing and testing are so achas been the preaching of the
year
more
curately done that they rely
doctrine of diversification. Instead of
upon its experts than, upon their own.
a variety of crops the farm
There are also are taken for testing planting
have placed tueir entire
ers
generally
of assay and weights 'he gold bars
in cotton.
reliance
Fortunately the
imported. Neither our government cotton
this year is good and no
crop
nor our bankers are willing to accept
inconvenience will be felt, as
without such tests the gold bricks great
money will be plentiful and the forbearing the imprints of other govern- mers can afford to
pay the price askments. From this office manufactured for southern potatoes. More gening jewelers procure gold bars, which eral diversification is,
expected next
may be small in value as $100,
as even the most sanhowever,
year,
though the shipping bar is valued at
farmer does not hope for four
$8,000.
Here also are brought old guine
cotton years in succession.
big
pieces of jewelry plate and ornaments,
not only by jewelers but by Individuals, who wish to turn the same into
cash. Many are the crufe Ingots, Into
STOuiCil TROUBLES
which burglars have converted their
loot to avoid identification, that have
found their way to the assay office.
By no means the least interesting f.!r.
Ragland Writes Interesting
callers there were the many victims
of the "gold brick" fad of 20 or 30
Letter on This Subject.
years ago.
Straight Front Caps
,
New methods of schooling appointees to Gotham's police force are now
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
being instituted. The latest batch of Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have
500 men to be sworn in are now under been taking Thedford's
the tutelage of Captain Herman J. lor indigestion, and other stomach troubKoehler, instructor of military gym- les, also colds, and find it to be the very
nastics and physical culture and mas- best medicine I have ever used.
for a few
After taking
ter of the sword at the West Point
Military academy. The captain has days, I always feel like a new man."
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
been borrowed for a month to work
out and put into effect a course in pit of stomach, and a feeling of fulare sure symptoms of
whereby officers shall be taught and lness after eating,
drilled In proper physical poise, Wj'tich stomach trouble, and should be given the
means virtually the relegation of the proper treatment, as your strength and
health depend very largely upon your
prevailing "private corporation" in food and its digestion.
favor of the "straight front" effect,
To get quick and permanent relief
which has already become popular, from these
ailments, you should take
wherever obtainable, in feminine fash- a medicine of known curative
merit.
ions.
Another feature of the new
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the
training system is special instruction treatment of just such troubles, proves
In the humane handling of prisoners,
the real merit of Thedford's
in which connection particular attenSafe, pleasant, gentle in action,
tion is given to Americanized jui jitsu ind without bad
it is sura
methods of subjugating resisting pris- to benefit both young and old. For sala
oners without seriously Injuring them. everywhere. Price 25c.
n. c 122,
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Black-draug-

"SAMPSON,"

BARNES' RIDING LION

"Sampson," the aviation lion, is one
tne Dig, Btartiing acts preseniea
this season by the Al G. Barnes big
three-rinwild animal circus. Sampson Is a full grown African, jungle-bre- d
lion. The act is very spectacular. Sampson and his trainer, Herr
Roth, mount an aerial platform and
are taken to the top of the big tent.
Roman candles are placed all around
the plaftrom of the arena. They sputter and shoot right under the wose
of the big beast but so perfectly has
he been trained to do his act, ho
seems totally oblivious of their close
proximity.
Another animal act involving plenty
of action and excitement Is the wrestling grizzly bear, "Big Bill" and his
01

g

Tho traintrainer, George Strakosh
er is a veritable giant in, elzo, yet
has never been able to get a fall from
"Bill."
Over 350 animals appear on the program pVesented by the Barres circus,
a list embracing almost every known
species. Both wild and domestic animals work in perfect unison In the
rendition of a remarkably Interesting and thrilling entertainment of
over two hours' duration. The Barnes
circus is distinctly "the show that's
different" being the largest wild animal show in the world.
.

street parade
glittering mile-lon- g
is presented to the public at 10:30.
Two performances will be given here
Friday, September 12.
A

Black-Draug-

ht

ht

Black-Draug-
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RIO FOR MONEY

lather's

PALE.5 NERVOUS

12,000,000

SEPTEMBER

Then the Woman Fell Desperately

in Love With Her Non-

descript Husband.
PETERSON
I married Leland Lawson for his
money. He had quantities of it, and
brought up as I had, been to look forward to a wealthy marriage as the
only fitting culmination to my social
LILLIAN

By

career,

I

had unhesitatingly accepted

him when he asked me to be his wife.
Hut I would make no false pretensions
of love to gloss over the barter of my
body and soul to the god of mammon,
and so told Leland plainly.
When our engagement was announced I was criticised freely. A Van
Cortland with some of the bluest blood
in the land flowing through my veins
to marry a son of John Lawson, who
openly declared he had worked as a
common miner before he had struck
the vein in the silver mine out of
which had come the stacked up millions. However, I was perfectly Indifferent to the opinion of society in general. I knew it too well to have a
very high estimation of the value of
Its censure. When the millions were
mine I could soon alter all that.
Our wedding was an imposing spec-

tor tua muuey wnen you married m,
and If the B. and S. has failed, there
won't be very much of it left 1 looks
rather serious when the Pater wants

me home."
I did not know
quite what to say.
The right words now meant my life's
happiness, and I am not ashamed tc
I prayed a tiny prayer that I might
ipeak them.
"Leland," at length I faltered. "IX
you still think I care only for the
money?"
KANSAS FARMERS HAVE LEARNi waited for a moment breathless
his answer, but as he sat
ED FROM IT THE VALUE OF
fcilfintlv lnnlrlno- nt h Tiirilf Klin Willi!
THE

TO

--

point:

"Heavy losses. B. and S. failed.
Come home immediately. J. Lawson.'
i

turned pale, whiter than the lace

Would he befrock I was wearing.
lieve It? I hardly dared raise my face
to his. for this was the message I had
Implored Leland a father to send. At
length I looked up to meet my husband's eyes fixed on me with a pitying expression.
"Poor little girl," he said gently.
"I'm afraid this will be a pretty hard
blow to you. I know vou only cared

PROVE A

BLESSING

a

bewildering expression,

I

SILO;

continued

slowly:
"Leland, look at me. I am
Hopeka, Kan., Sept. 4. Hot, dry
glad, glad if the B. and S. has failed,
and only wish you' had not a cent left weather in Kansas this year has been
so that I could make you believe 1 viewed with suspicion and alarm not
care for you more than anything on only in this state, but on the stock

earth."

Slowly those calm grey eyes were
liwtifu 10 my imploring uiua oueti, ami
my huhbaiid spoke quietly:
"Do you really mean that, Una?"
And his voice was almost stern as he
said it. "I don't want pity. Do you
love me as other women love the men
they marry?"
His voice trembled with repressed
feeling, and I knew then that Lelaud
loved me, and my heart sang for very
I could not speak.
No words
Joy.
would come, but he seemed to under
stand, for abruptly pushing back his
chair, he strode over to my side of
tacle; very touching and impressive to the table Unconsciously I rose from
If
onlookers undoubtedly, but I felt as
my seat, and before I knew how it had
I was the principal performer In an happeued my
arms were
hiifjband's
Jarce. It was only after the round me, and he was whispering
cereniony"was Over and we had driven those things which every woman
away amid a shower of confetti that, hopes to hear at least once in her life.
It. was not till we were driving out
looking over at the commonplace man
bitting beside me I wondered what to the liois in the still luminous spring
my future life would be.
night that 1 found courage to .make
We went over to the Mediterranean my confession. "Leland," I said softly,
for our honeymoon, going first to Al- putting my haud on his arm, "will you
giers and gradually working our way forgive me, dear, for the deception I
back to Paris. How I did love those practiced on you? That cable was a
first few months!
fraud. The money is all right, for I
maid wrote and asked
A wonderful Frenchy, frilly
your father to send
was the first use I made of my newly that message to
me to show you
help
acquired wealth, and only a woman that I did care for you."
who has had to go out without the aid
Leland made an inarticulate noise, it
of one of these wonderful creatures
sounded like a smothered laugh, and
can realize what a Joy she was to me. I continued
hastily: "You will forThen Leland was the best of traveling give me, won't you, and believe that
It really was astonish- I truly do wish that all those millions
companions.
ing the amount of general knowledge were at the bottom of the sea?"
he possessed; he. was continually surThere was a moment's silence.
prising me as the day when we arrived Every nerve in my entire body seemed
Italhim
In Rome and I heard
talking
to tremble in an agony of expectation,
ian to the hotel porter. I had always and then upon the still air burst peal
thought him absolutely devoid of that after peal of Joyous laughter. Hurt
education which comprises a knowl- and amazed, I took my hand from its
edge of tongues.
resting place and endeavored to draw
In wierdly beautiful Venice while back into the farthest corner of the
gliding along the still, dark canals, or Victoria, but a strong arm held me
out in the broader moonlit waters, I fast, and my husband's voice said
almost fell In love with Leland. If he tenderly, "Good heavens, Una, you
had been tall and dark I certainly don't think I am laughing at you, sure
would have succumbed to the foolish ly? I was
picturing the Pater's face
passion, but he was Just my own when he receives our letters begging
and nonde him to cable that his treasured money
height,
script, so I dismissed the idea as ab was lost, for I too thought of that
surd. But I could not endure his ab
bright Idea to try and discover whethsolute"" indifference.
He was always er you did not care Just a little."
most considerate and never failed In
(Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. .Co.)
any of the small attentions I had been
accustomed to receive from men of
Important Information.
my own class, but he showed not the
"I thought that in the 15 years of
slightest appreciation of my beauty.
my practice of medicine," said a phyI became terribly lonesome; money sician, "I had answered almost
every
was not quite everything. What was
possible 'fool' question; but a new one
in
Paris
of
use
the
spending my days
was sprung on me recently. A young
buying gorgeous frocks and marvel- man came in with an inflamed eye,
"to
was no

one
ous hats when there
care how I looked. By the time we
nad been a montn m aris 1 was desperate." Why had I married Leland?
I fancied he actually disliked me, and
I did not wonder.
What must a man
think of a woman who frankly confesses she Is marrying him for
money? If he had been older, it might
have been easier, but we were both
young and I knew he had loved me
once. Why had I ever been such a fool
as to let him know I cared so much
for those wretched millions? Of
course he would never believe now
that I loved him. I used to lie awake
at night wishing that odious money
could be lost or stolen so that I could
prove my devotion, for there was no
doubt about the fact that I passionately adored my own husband. At length
one day as we were motoring along
the smooth roads outside Paris an
idea came to me, and I gave a little
gasp of delight, it was all so beautifulA letter to Leland's father
ly simple.
explaining everything and asking for
the help which I knew the shrewd,
kindly old man would never refuse to
give. I wrote as soon as we got back
to our hotel. A lengthy letter, saying
exactly what I wanted and why 1
'
needed it
We went on a motor tour through
the chateau district, and daily I fan
cied Leland regretted more and more
his hasty marriage, and I fell more in
love than ever with the quiet, thoughtful man whom I was hourly discover
ing so vastly different from the com
monplace, nondescript being I had
Imagined I was marrying.
My answer came at last, suddenly
and unexpectedly, as things eagerly
waited for generally do. We were din
ing in our private dining room when
o bellboy entered with a cablegram.
Leland took It from him and opened
As he read the typeit carelessly:
written message a queer, puzzled look
came into his dark grey eyes. He said
nothing, but handed the pink slip
across to me. I read it slowly and
thoughtfully. It was brief and to the

Dill

EXPECT

for which I prescribed medicine to
be dropped into the eye three times a
day. He left the office, but returned In
a few minutes, poked his head in
the doorway, and asked: 'Shall I drop
this In the eye before meals or after? "Everybody's Magazine.
"It's a Poor Rule."
"She refuses to consent to a divorce
until the proceedings can be made as
formal and as solemn as the ones by
which they were joined together."
"What seems to be the hitch?"
"She says she will never go into
court unless she can walk on her
father's arm to the strains of a divorce march Just as pretty as the
tune they played when they . were
married."

A

Suggestion.

"Well, I see where the several committees have gotten together, effected
a compromise and accepted that statue
of the 'Naked Truth' that there's been
so much talk about"
"What was the compromise?"
fellow sug"Some extra
gested to drape it with a split
skirt, and the idea was adopted
long-heade- d

exchange and In the columns of the
But it is a Kan
sas man, Frank J. Horton, of Good- land, who comes to the front with the
real optimistic statement of the season and declares that o iti13 drouth
Is a real blessing ii. rlViruiso and
tl'at In future years Ka'isis will reap
harvests of golden grain because of
her present adversities.
Western Kansas farmers
have
learned many things about soil development and scientific farming because
ot the present heated spell, declares
Horton, who is a lawyer In Goodland,
but watches crop conditions in western counties with keen Interest. Without a drouth this year, the hundreds
of big silos in western Kansas would
not have been built, says the Goodland
man. Had there been an abundance ot
rain, the western farmers would have
told the crop experts, the farm demonstrators and the agricultural sci
entists to Jump in the lake with their
new theories. But with a drouth in
Kansas and an imminent need for
feed for stock this winter, the farm
ers have adopted many of these new
farm Ideas and there Is every indication that farming in Kansas ir. future
years will be on a more scientific basis than ever before.
Horton spent an hour In tho ofOco
of Charles N. Sawyer, state bank, commissioner, today, and told of the blessings which he felt sure would result
from the adversities In Kansas this
year.
"The 1913 drouth will, prove-- tho
greatest blessing in the history ot the
state for the farmers In tho western
Kansas counties," declared Mr. Hor
ton, "because It has opened thMr ovs
to the advanced ideas In fanivn:-'- ; as
nothing else could have done
"With a bumper crop this ypar, our
farmers would have clung fervently to
the Old Ideas. But with a dry year,
they realize that the most scientific
ideas in farming were necessary for
them to raise even a fair crop, renditions this summer have resulted in
the building of hundreds of silos in
the western counties and a greater interest In Intensified farming than was
ever shown before. Theso si) 03
the
would not havo been built
farmers not realized that some new
method was needed to conserve their
crops and provide feed for their stock
this winter. The silo was the solution.
"Take the matter of farm demonstrators. They have been In bad repute in my locality until this summer.
8nd deBut now the farm expert-monstrators are popular.
e,
"Much credit is due to Clyde
demonstrator for the Rock Island, who has done a great deal to
advance new ideas among the western
farmers. With plenty of rani thia
v ear, It la pretty certain that the farmers would have paid no attention to
MclCee's thpories on soil development
and intensified farming. But vhn
the drouth came, the farmers ncsan
to look for McKee and his theories
were given a test.
"Now, western Kansas is prepare
for future drouths. She has her silos
and the latest ideas on scientific
farming; and the loss of crops la
Kansas will in my judgment be a
small item as compared with the new
system of farming in this state which
resulted from the drouth and the hot
wind."

eastern newspapers.
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Mc-Ke-

True to Life.
Visitor at the Art Gallery I'm
afraid I don't get this picture, at all.
To me it looks like a big black
smudge in lamp black. One of the
works of the new school of futurism,
DESPONDENCY
I suppose?
Is often caused by indigestion and
Attendant Oh, no, sir; that's a reg- constipation, and quickly disappears
ular landscape, and one of the prize when Chamberlain's' Tablets are tak
winners, sir. (Consults catalogue.) It's en. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
called "Pittsburgh at Noon."

Well, That, Yes.
PEACE SERVICE AT PORTSMOUTH
you think woman is a
Portsmouth, NT. II., Sept, 4. The
puzzle?
annual
peace service will be held here
Crimsonbeak At times, yes.
Yeast Nobody can ever tell what tomorrow in Christ c hurch. The hold-i- n
U of the memorial began one year
she is going to do.
Crimsonbeak Oh, yes; anybody can after the signing of the peace of
tell she's going to talk.
Portsmouth iji 1905, which ended the
war between Japan and Russia. Ever
Warm Water, Please.
on the same day and hour,
Bill I see vacuum carafes designed since then,
for hotel rooms are Intended to keep 5 o'clock in the afternoon, a commemorative service has been held as much.
water cold for two days.
Jill Be in
condition, I sup- as possible like the original one
pose, in about four days, if a man
wants a warm bath about then.

Yeast

lon't

all-ri;;-

So Comforting.
Hul The doctor says If I keep
working at this pace after money I
shall be a wreck at forty-five- .
Wife Never mind, dear.
By that
time we shall be able to affurd It
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Springfield he was followed tnrough
various cities and towns until finally
he was cornered in Fall River and his
arrest followed. Because he had almost all of the nvraey in his possession when apprehended, It Is likely
that Barrett was rather economical
on his jonrney through the east and
that he was saving his coin to gJ to
South America, which he had declared was his intention.
In the Datil country, where Barrett
worked as a cowboy, he told conflicting stories about himself. The cowboys looked upon him as a plain liar.
He told at one time that he' ha been
raised in a California orphanage, and
at another time that his people were
wealthy and lived In Oakland, Calif.
Barrett posed around Magdalena as a
tough customer. He was a- hard
drinker and Bmoked cigarettes, constantly. Always he carried an automatic pistol inside of, his shirt and
boasted that no one could disarm him.
Barrett
According to the cowboys,
was a "tenderfoot," although he claimin
ed to have "worked on ranches
Information
Montana and Wyoming.
secured by the detective agencies
showed that Barrett had really been
a detective for a time and had operated In the southwest "hole in the
wall" country to spot cattle rustlers.

FORGING

CHECKS

AT

DATIL
STEVE

BARRETT

IS ARRESTED
FOR NEW
MEXICO CRIME

IN FALL RIVER

In the Supreme Court
In the supreme court yesterday afternoon, Case No. 155S, William Fraser
s. The State Savings Bank, was argued and submitted and today No.
1536, Peter Roth vs. Tranquilinj Vara,
from San Miguel county, and No. 1566,
Numa Raymond vs. H. B. Molt, fiom
Dona Ana county, wer-- argued and
submitted.
Working on Eddy County Books
Walter L. Kegel, of the traveling auditor's office, left this afternoon for
Carlsbad, where he will take up the
work of examining the books of the
Eddy county officials replacing L. B.
Wooters, who had titarted rhe work,
but who has been summoned to Clayton as a witness in the trial of those
interested in the Des Moines bank failure. After he finishes there, Mr.
Wooters will take up bank examinations exclusively. E. A. .Mossm:n recently added to the traveling auditor's
force is now examining the Montezuma Trust company at Albuquerque.
New Corporation
The New Mexico Lead company filed incorporation papers with the corporation commission today. The capital stock is $35,000 divided into $1
shares. The company starts business
with $2,100 subscribed. The Incorporators are D. P. Fuller of Denver;
Dr. C. G. Duncan, of Socorro, and
John A. Hunter of Denver. They each
hold 700 shares, and Dr. Duncan is
the statutory agent for the concern.
Six Beaver in New Home
There are now six beaver on the
upper Santa Fe rivi;r, th-- last consignment of four coming through in
good shape and being turrjed loose
above monument rock in the neighborhood of the rangers cabin. Still
others will be planned up there, arrangements having been made to have
several more sent down from Chama
and vicinity.

AMERICA
IN

SEPTEMBER

LEADER

SAFETY

AJS
EUROPE CONSIDERS

THE

MATIC COUPLERS

TOO

PENSIVE

4, 1913.

On any of the larger railroads like senger agent of the Union Pacific system in London, Paris, Berlin, Rome
employing an average of 70,000 men at an and other cities, both in Great Briaverage monthly compensation of $70 tain and the continent. At each
it would appear that granting each em agency provision may be made for
ploye a two weeks' vacation with full
baggage, payment of customs
pay would entail an expense of ap charges and other details incident to
proximately $2,500,000; but this is ob a trip from Europe to America.
viated by the assumption of greater
responsibilities by the employes, who
thus obtain valuable experience which
TURN TO DAIRYING
fits them for promotion.
Roy, N. M., Sept. 4. The attention

the Santa Fe or Rock Island

Patronize State Fair
Chicago, Sept. 4. State and county
fairs throughout the west will he unusually well patronized this fall, according ,to advices received by officers
of railroads. Agents of various companies have reported that the attendance is expected to exceed that of
last year by a substantial margin.
Fairs which are expected to attract
a large number of patrons Include
those at Topeka,
Kan.; Hamline,

of the dry farmers in this section is
being directed to the cattle Industry,
Including dairying. The experiences
of the last three or four years with
wheat growing and straight farming
has shown the futility of confining effort to this branch of farming Inasmuch as the average yield is not sufficient to make it paying. While last
season's wheat crop showed an aver-o- f
15 to 13 bushels to the acre, the
crop this season will not run over
five bushels, and the expense of han
dling, together with the prohibitive
freight rates make it clear that the
most profitable crops for this section
are milo maize, cane and other fodder
fed in the field, or through silos.
About 15 silos have already been
erected on this mesa and as many
more will be built in a,few months.
Almost every .farmer who has the
means Is Investing in dairy stock and
hogs. The local bank is now making
arrangements to ship in good, high
grade dairy cqws for distributicta, they
having already disposed of two or
three carloads of this grade of stock.
Within a' year's time a considerable
amount of cream will be shipped out
from this point.

"Desultory selling 'put the market
down again. The bears resumed their
attack on the weak Issues and Union

Pacific extended its decline.
Granger stocks showed further reflection of the discouraging
crofs
news- - Atchison falling to 93
coninci-den- t
with the rapid advance in corn.
Elsewhere the speculative movement
was under considerable restraint, with
(he general tone heavy.
The
market closed heavy. Call
money ran up to 4
per, cent and
there was an immediate lowering of
stock prices. Recessions were small
but sufficiently pronounced In the dull
and narrow market to give a more
definite trend to the dealings. The
last sales were:
75
Amalgamated Copper
108
Sugar bid
Atchison . .
94
158
Reading
Southern Pacific
89
Union Pacific
, .... 149
United States Steel
62
United States Steel, pfd
.108

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 4 Steve
Twenty years after automatic coupBarrett, who obtained $1,0.30 by forglings were required by law on railroad
ing the name of John W. Cox, a promequipment in the United States the
inent stock raiser of Datil, N. M., to
governments of England and France
checks drawn on the State National
have come to the conclusion that
bank of Albuquerque, is in jail in Fall
their adoption on railroads of those
countries is a financial impossibility,
Hirer, Mass., having been arrested
there yesterday afternoon by Pinker-to-n
says the bureau of railway news and
statistics. Thus European railroads,
detectives, who have been on his
often- held up as examples for United
trail for a solid month.
Barrett has confessed his wrongStates carriers to follow, are trailing Minn.; Lincoln,
Neb.;
Milwaukee,
'
doing, according to advices received
many years behind America in the Wis.; Huron, S. D.; Springfield, III.;
by the State National here, and is willadoption of a railway safety appliance Sioux City, la.; and Lacrosse, Wis.
ing to return to New Mexico at once
long considered indispensable on this
How to Economize
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
When arrested
without, extradition.
side of the Atlantic.
J. W. Dodge, fuel inspector tor the
Chicago, Sept. 4. Heavy sales on
Barrett had practically the entire
Since 1900 railroads of the United Illinois Central system, is now. going
resting orders more than wiped out
$1,030, which he secured on th worthStates may he considered to have been over the line, instructing the firemen
an advance today in wheat. The upwas
less checks. Part of the money
equipped with the automatic coupler, in stoking and showing how to econturn had been due to higher cables
on deposit in a Fall River bank and
for in that year the interstate con: omize in the use of coal. This instrucand to unsettled weather northwest.
Barrett had $100 in, currency and $200
merce commission discontinued
de tion is being given to all power house
Offerings at first were very light, but
in taveler's checks on his person. Intailed statistics regarding their appli employes and others engaged in handlater Ihe pit became excessive, espeformation received by telegraph by
cation to locomotives and cars, say ling fuel. .The Illinois Central has decially for May delivery. Opening figNEWS
"f. CAPITAL
the Slate National is to the effect that
ing that the law requiring their adop- cided to carry on an extensive camures showed a gain of
to
a
,
en-- j
recover
almost
the
will
the bank
tion had been "complied with in a paign of fuel economy. Last year the
condition
which afterward changed to
.
.
4
tire amount whica iiarreti oDtainea as tfairly satisfactory manner." The law road purchased 4,400,000 tons of coal,
an equal loss. The clase wa3 steady
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 4. To reprethe result of his cleverness In Imitating
was passed more than 2.1 years ago, of which 4,085,000 were used for locoto 1 cent higher.
the signature of the Datil cattle man. sent his department i nthe trial of
March 2, 1893.
motives.
The total cost of the fuel
and heat over most of the
Drought
It Is expected that Sheriff Emil James, F. V. Lanham and F. A. Doran, arIn response to agitation for auto- purchased last year was $5,300,000.' In
belt gave strength to corn. The mar
the
for
will
leave
at
rested
ot Socorro county,
Albuquerque for shooting
matic couplers, removing the necessity the lectures to employes the inspector
ket, however, receded a good deal
east at once and bring Barrett back quail out of season, Game Warden T.
of sending men between cars for coup impresses upon them how easy it is
INDIANS LEARNING TRADES
when wheat turned weak. First sales
C. de Baca left for the Duke City yesto New Mexico. The
ling, the British hoar dof trade ap to save coal. If but one. cent's worth
Lawrence,
Kas., Sept. 4 Nearly 200 were
to
higher and some
forger will be prosecuted to the fullest terday. It Is alleged that these two
pointed a committee "to examine, and out of each ton is saved the road pro Indian students from the five civiliz- of the advance was retained despite
extent of the law. He faces a long men while motoring to Roswell did a
where necessary to test appliances fits $44,000 annually. One scoop sav- ed tribes in Oklahoma enrolled today free
selling by leading concerns.
term in the penitentiary, as he is little quail shooting on the way. The
designed to diminished danger to men ed in every ton means an annual sav- at the opening of the term at Haskell
The
close, was strong at advance of
liable to prosecution for forgery and case is being heard at Albuquerque
Equalization Board Meets
of a institute.
The number of newcomers 1
employed in railway service."
ing of $88,000, while
to
for uttering a forged check, each today.
The state board of equalization met
According to the Bureau of Railway ton saved means $250,000 to the cor is considerably in excess of any preThe cats market at the outset was
worthless check passed constituting a
Resigned From Mounted Police
for a few minutes this morning and News and Statistics, the report of poration. Scientific firing, which is be vious year and is taken as an Indica Vx to
up, but prices after a while
Marshall D. Ixveiess yesterday filed again at 3 p. m. this afternoon. The this committee, recently submitted, ex- ing taught, is counted
separate offense.
upon to de tion that the Indians are beginning to sagged to last night's level.
s
The capture of Barrett by the
his resignation as a member of the Dona Ana county assessment roll has pressed the opinion that the issues in crease the consumption of coal and appreciate the advantages of a vocaBuying credited to packers lifted
is considered especially clever mounted police and will go into the not arrived yet, and for that reason volved and the difflflculties connected also decrease the black smoke
tional training.
The best call was for the
provisions.
work because of the fact that Barrett, forest service on the Prescott, Ariz., the board cannot enter upon the state with the proposal to render the introMay
product.
to
be
whose real name is believed
national forest, according to an an- wide equalizatio nworlt which it hid duction of automatic couplers comKendrick on Frisco Probe
The closing quotations were:
Edward T. Brown, was until within nouncement made this morning. Mr. planned, but it was decided to take up pulsory in Englond are almost insupJ. W. Kendrick, formerly connected
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Wheat,
September 89; December
the last year employed on various rail- Loveless has been stationed at Chama. and decide any appeals wholTy within erable. The business of the railways with the Santa Fe and the Northern
New York, Sept. 4. Speculation ap
May
97.
92;
a
as
west
middle
special
Land Sales
roads in the
one county in cases where reference in that country, it is pointed out, Is Pacific, who made a physical exami
proached a deadlock today and al
Corn, September
77; December
with
familiar
and
detective
and
Fritz
At
repRoswell
Miller,
agent
today,
to the comparative figures on the carried on ver ylargely by means of nation of the Wabash for the Wallace
the predominating tendency 73; May 75.
"'
though
methods criminals use in covering up resenting the' Btate land department, whole state are not absolutely neces- privately owned cars, and even if committee, is
looking into the Frisco during the morning was downward
December
Oats, September 43;
ares
their tracks.
is conducting the sale of 7,900
sary. In this connection it might be automatic couplers could be attached affairs. In this instance he repre movements were available and indeci
46; May 48,
Barrett's arrest is also a source of of state land, which is located in mentioned that the Rio Grand Repub- to these cars (the majority of which sents the New York
hanking house sive. Bears were less confident, fear
Pork, September $22.25; January
offinsiderable gratification to the
southwestern Chaves county on' the lican quotes D. V. Peacock, astessor are of only ten tons' capacity,) the or speyer and company, and as a
ing that the extent of the decline of $20.35.
Alof
bank
National
State
the
river.
Sep- of Dona Ana county as stating that he expense
headwaters of the Felix
jrsof
of application would he so physical expert he will go over the the last few days and the large short
Lard, September $11.30; January
The hank spared no ex- tember 5, he will sell to the highest had sent the assessment roll and says enormous that the owners would he Frisco
buquerque.
properties and submit a report interest no wbelieved to be outstand- $11.25.
the
after
bidder 610 acres of land in Roosevelt he has the traveling auditor's receipt unable to meet it. Privately owned of general conditions after makingpense in directing the chase
ing might lead to a sudden upturn.
Ribs, October $11.35; January $10.75.
forger, employing both the Plnkerton county, the sale being made on the for same, but if such is the case, the cars in England number about 650,000 an examination of the records at St.
on the long side were
Operations
and the Burns detectives agencies to stesp of the Portales court house.
Louis headquarters.
traveling auditor does not know any- out of a total of about 1,400,000.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
discouraged by the ease by which the
irace him to his hiding place. The
State Educational Board
A. D. Lightner, chief traffic officer stocks succumbed
In a similar investigation, the
thing r.bout it and cannot find the
to
the selling.
Kansas City, September 4. Hogs,
Finkertons assumed the aggressive
A scheduled meeting of the Male book around his office.
French government has been holding of the New Orleans, Texas and Mex Weather reports from the cottcm crop receipts 5,000. Market 5 cents higher.
from the start and his arrest yesterday boar dof education did not begin until
a competition for inventors of auto ico, New oreians, was at Frisco head regions told of a continued lack of Bulk
$8.108.45;
heavy $88.20;
ended a case which carried their yesterday afternoon because of non Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism matic coupling, and appointed a com quarters
In conference with moisture 'n the corn belt, although packers and butchers
yesterday
$8.108.50;
You can do so by ridding yourself mittee to find, if possible, some sys- Receivers C. Nixon
arrival of some of the members. C.
operatives through many states.
and W. B. Biddle. some rain was reported In sections of lights $88.50; pigs $5. 757. a
kidcause.
case
inactive
the
of
Weak
and
Barrett
the
of
C.
details
The
Hill of Roswell, motored over
tem which could be proposed for adopTourist Aid
cotton and wheat acreages. Special
Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market steady.
neys allow nric acid poisons to reread like a yellow back. Early In while John R. Enloe of Silver City main
A statement Issued by B. L.
l, pressure
in the blood and rheumatic tion by French railways and to make
Prime
fed steers $8.509; dressed
and
Union
against
Reading
Maginto
and Bonifacio Montoya of Bernalillo, pains swollen and aching joints fol a thorough investigation of the questhe spring Barrett drifted
director of traffic of the Union Pacifie undermined efforts to rally the beef steers $7.508.50;
western
em
first
was
at
to
noon
Dr.
ease
were
while
train.
low. Take Fofey's Kidney Pills
he
expected onvthe
dalena,
tion of automatic couplings. Similar Pacific railroad, states that an agree- list and caused throwing over of hold- steers
steers
southern
$6.257.75;
ployed by Cole Rallston, manager of Roberts of Las Vegas, and J. L. G. you of the pain and torment. They comeptitions, it is striking to note, ment has been made with the Amerito support prices.
cows $3.506.75; heifers
ings
bought
build
will
and
56.60;
permanently
on
positively
the
the B Cross T Cattle company
Swinney, of San Juan county, were In
After the first hour's trading had $4.509; stockers and feeders $5.50
up the kidneys, restore their normal were held in American some 30 years can Express company whereby travelBailston ranch, six miles west of the city on time,
and reported! action and keep the uric acid crystals ago.
ers from Europe may make arrange disclosed the hesitant Character of the 8; hulls
$4.256.25; calves $G10.
J.
town. Barrett later worked for
early at the office of the superintend- out of the blood and body. Try them.
lake the English board o ftrade, ments before departing for America market, efforts to move prices in Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market
O.
Red
Cross
G.
Schaefer
60
and
miles
Drug
ent of public instruction.
W. Cox, on the Cox ranch,
this French committee, has come to for transcontinental trips in this coun- either direction
were
Lambs $S.757.40; , yearlings
virtually
Store. Adv.
from Magdalena. While working for
the conclusion that the financial dif- try. The express company, beginning abandoned and business all but came
wethers
$4.755.25;
$4.254.75;
Mr. Cox Barrett stole a check hook,
ficulties are too great. This commit- September 15, will act as general pas to a halt. Bonds were firm.
"SEA NYMPHS" BARRED
ewes $3.504.10.
miswhich Mr. Cox believed he had
Atlantic City, Sept. 4. One piece tee in its findings gives the reason
laid. Barrett sold- a saddle to Mr. Cox
bathing suits for women may he the why a safety device, now Indispensa:esti
and received in exchange three checks,
real thing at European watering ble in America, never has been adopt-two
$0
of them being for
In Europe.
totalling $50
places, but they don't "get by" on At- red
each. Barrett accommodatingly raised
This
European cars, instead of center
lantic City's beach if Hewing Craig,
the $0 checks to read $90 and secured
official beach censor, sees them first. buffers or bumpers, such as are used
the cash on them at the Bank of MagSilver
A woman came blithely down the on American cars, employ side buffers,
x
e
dalena. With the check book which
one approximately over each rail. The
strand this afternoon clad in a
-- if
he had stolen at the Cox ranch and a
committee found that there is no autosuit.
A short parade and she was the matic coupling compatible with the
specimen of Mr. Cox's signature, which
is a peculiar one and extremely diffl-- l
sensation of the beach. Then Into the use of these side buffers, which has
A'1
cult to imitate, Barrett made out a
breakers the fair one plunged. Craig given sufficiently good results, to make
use
half dozen checks. The forgery of Mr.
FLOUR
came
its
she
possible.
up. Right
sighted her as
An excellent assortment of hats which embody the new
Cox's signature was perfect and ite
"The American system," it says,
down to the water's edge he marched
id&as for the coming Season soft crowns of velvet. Some
bank tellers in Magdalena and Socorand ordered her to come out. She "solves the problem completely, hut
It s giving you
not
is
retention
the
with
compatible
ro, where the checks were cashed,
obeyed.
are finished with a large butterfly bow a Paris idea seen
a present for dowere deceived by them. The checks,
A life guard hurried up and wrapped of side buffers and makes It necessary
55-00,
here
after being cashed, were turned over
his red coat about her. Then she was to strengthen the tmderframe of the
$5.50 and $6.50.
ing something
to the State National bank in Albuescorted from the beach. She was ex- cars. Consequently, before coming to
do
'd
you
any
At the State National the
tremely indignant, but all her angry any decision about its use, It is indisquerque.
when
utterances were in French, and Craig pensable that the railway adminwithout
checks
suspiway
forged
you
passed
is still "wondering Just what she said istrations should he asked to examine
cion. It was not until August 2, when
learn how Much
to him.
the question from the technical and
Mr. Cox received his monthly state
Belter EMPRESS
h- h
financial points of view."
ment from the State National that!
:
,
,m,i,,i
FLOUR realk is.
Vacations Costly to Roads'
the Barrett forgeries weie discovered.
? CAUGHT A BAD COLD
These
models"
Fall
and
Winter
are
different from
a
unson
The
Winter
radically
season
vacation
very
"Last
well
now
is
rrty
caught
familiar
the
with
Made by GERBarrett, evidently
bad cold and the way he coughed, was der way In all branches of business
routine of banks and awp.re that a
The
before.
anything ever shown here
MAN PROCESS
styles differ great"
something dreadful," writes Mrs. Sa- activity. It is doubtful, however, if
monthly statement weald l,e forth- rah E. Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa. "We
the
from
numbers we have been selling' all Summer.
ly
ONE COUPON FROM
coming on August j( naj ,lUietly lelt
thought sure he was going into con- the practice of granting vacations to
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
sumption. We bought just one bottle employes is adhered to with greater
The skirts allow comlortable fullness by means of inset
Magdalena, first destroying anything
',
nuv
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
FIVE
STAMPS
ttiai might be used to trace him in
regularity than is done by the Ameri
and
one
that
his
bottle
cough
The
stopped
Coats
have long dovetail backs.
can railroads. All of the employes of
BRINGS YOU THE
pleats.
his flight. The State National of Al- - j
cured his cold completely." For sate
V
SPOON
the various transportation
IT S
systems,
buquerque immediately look up .vith
Adv.
by ail dealers.
GENUINE WM.
from the executives to the humblest
vigor the tracing of Barrett. Detec-t.ve- s
MADE UP OF THE BEST
ROGERS &
and bankers' agnciiw were on
MEET IN VIENNA men in the service, are given an opSTATISTICIANS
SONS'OAA
to
?.
from
a
relaxation
the trail by August
enjoy
and yesterday,
QUALITY MATERIALS WITH the BEST TAYLOR WORK
Vienna, Sept, 4. Government stat- portunity
STANDARD
isticians and census off'.cials from duty and a rest amid such environjust a month later, Barrett was
SILVER many countries. Including the United ment as as may be regarded as most
three thousand miles and
PLATE
more away from the siene- of his operStates and Canada, met in Vienna to- desirable.
I BEAUTIFUL
This means that in every departations.
day for the opening of the fourteenth
FRENCH. session of the International Statisti- ment, at this season of the year, the
The Pinkertons traced Barrett from
GREY(STER- cal Institute. The institute was found- force is lacking its full complement
place to place, finally finding in
The.
OF QUALITY"
LING) FINISH
ed in 1885 for the purpose of promot- of employes. In order that vacations
LADIES',,
Springfield, 111., a clew that led to his
1
OPPOSITE
arIs
had
be
In
administrative
by
the
of
schedule
all,
may
vndolng.
Springfield Barrett flashing the progress
HOME
EMPRESS
IT
THE
'
.
ed a roll if bills and boasted that he
k
and scientific statistics and especially ranged so that the work may be Sept
it . i
JOURNAL
are
while
comthe
as
as
CASTANEDA
ot securing as far
well have had $1.0,000 or $15,-'0- 0
mbrht,
can be ob
going
possible the
regular employes
Otli i3i-2lijaujte- -j iM'ia v-- - fe
(!OJ JiJ
an a measly one thousand.
statistics absent, and so that there will be no
PATTERNS
parability of international
HOTEL
tained in tuis city from
to
be caughi up arter the
by uniform schedules and compila- back work
By means of information obtained
'
m
from a woman friend of Barrett's in
returning.
tion,
-
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you use
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

formerly head
Fe hospital
here, but now located at Mulvane,
Kan., is in Las Vegas for a several
days' visit with friends.
Dr. H. W. Goelitz,

physician at the Santa

PERSONALS
Dr. and Mrs. F. R. Lord spent yesterday in Santa Fe.
J. D. Guthrie of Raton was a
visitor in Las Vegas today.
John Brunton of Shoemaker was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. M. RapP of Trinidad came in
this afternoon for a few days' business

visit.
Charles Kohn of Montoya is in Las
business
Vegas for several days as a
visitor.
came in
Mrs. A. R. Lowe or Lamy
visit
few
days'
a
this afternoon for
friends.
with
was
A. A. Battmer of Albuquerque
from
nere
today
visitor
a business
the Duke City.
John Brunton, a resident o
was here today, a guest of
the Hotel Romaine.
reCounty Clerk. Lorenzo Delgado busia
short
from
last
night
turned
ness trip to Clayton and Trinidad.
left
Superintendent F. L. Myers
he will
where
for
Raton,
last night
be on business for the next few days.
this
John L. Zimmerman left early
will
he
where
Fe
Santa
for
morning
next
few
days.
the
be on business for
this
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned
wnere
Mound,
afternoon from Wagon
he has, been on business for a short
time.
arW. C. Ragsdale of Dallas, Tex.,
will
and
last
night
the
in
city
rived
a
remain here for several days as
visitor.
H. C. Trost, a well known business
man of El Paso, Tex., arrived in fas
busiVegas last night for a few days'
ness visit.
Misses Theresa and Agnes Ellefson
Veof Tacoma, Wash., arrived in Las
visit
few
a
days
for
gas last night
,,
with friends.
arC. A. Mason of Dalhart, Tex.,
will
rived in the city last night and
remain here for the next week as a
business visitor.
S. D. Dean of Clovis was a visitor
arIn Las Vegas today. Mr. Dean,
here
remain
will
and,
rived last night
for several days.
HelS. T. Kline and daughter, Miss
Rochester,
for
leave
tonight
will
en,
N. Y., where they will visit relatives
for the next two months.
Mrs P. C. Carpenter returned yes
California
terday afternoon from
the
for
past two
where she has been
relatves.
visiting
months,
J. M. Nunemaker of Rocky Ford
Col., will leave tonight for his home
after having been a business visitor
here for the past few days.
ftfr and Mrs. Charles O'Malley and
'"children returned yesterday afternoon
from the mountains north of Las Vegas where they have been for the
past few weeks.
J. R. James of Raton arrived in Las
Vegas last night from Antonchico
where he has been on business for
the past few weeks. He is making
the trin overland in an automobile.
Thomas Condon and nephew, Tom
Condon of Adair, Iowa, arrived in Las
autoVegas yesterday, afternoon in an
evening
left
mobile.
yesterday
They
for Rociada, where theywill visit re
latives.
J. M. Kurn, general superintendent
of the western lines of the Santa Fe
left yesterday evening for his home
at La Junta. He has been a business
visitor here on railroad matters for
the past two days.
F. E. Etter, superintendent of the
Arkansas division of the Santa Fe
will leave tonight for his home at
Arkansas City, after having been a
visitor with relatives in Las Vegas for
the past few days.
ohoe-make- r,

:

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Wise, Mrs. M.
A. Chase and F.S. Vincent of El
Paso, Tex., arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon on their way to El Paso
from Denver. They are making the
trip by automobile.

Co.

IN SUCCESS

FRANK

OUT BY

4,. 191X

until the market reaches the figures
New York, Sept. 4. Frank Moran,
set.
the Pittsburgh heavyweight, knocked
out Al Palzer, of Iowa, in the seventh
round of their scheduled
Tee healing demulcent qualities of bout here last night.
PoIpv'h Nnnev and Tar Compound are
When the men stepped into the
not duplicated in any other medicine
Moran looked trained to the
fnr pnii?lis nnd rolds. Any substitute ring,
offered you is an inferior article. Re hour, while Palzer was a bit flabby
fuse t oaccept it for it can not produce and did not look to be in the best of
the healing and soothing effect of
In condition.
nnrt Tar Compound.
Moran started to force the fighting
sist upon the genuine, which contains
O. G. scnaeier ana ttea from the beginning, playing with left
no opiates.
Cross Dm" Store. Adv.
hooks for the head, while Palzer tried
for the body. Both missed several
blows, but Moran did the most damage. In this, as well as in all the
succeeded rounds, Moran had the betfighting.
SPEAKER terInofthethesecond
BE TSLDB
round, he opened up
a gash over Palzer's left eye,wifh a
hook and in the third, after deTW1TCHELL GIVES BRIEF, OUT- right
a left jolt to the fare, he
livering
ON
LINE OF HIS LECTURE- and rights to the jaw. floor
sent
lefts
SEPTEMBER 22
ing Palzer for the count of eU;ht.
In the fourth, Palzer still played
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, on his rethe body, and threw his whole
for
turn from Los Lunas, was seen by a
on Moran's shoulders tryin?
in
weight
reporter for The Optic and being
which to reach him, but Moran shook him
lecture
his
about
terrogated
left and right hooks to the
will be given September 22 for the off with
left hand body blow. In the
face
and
gave
benefit of the Ladies' hospital,
hooked right and left
Moran
an interesting exposition of its pur- fifth,
to
the
face and it looked as
smashes
Twitchell
Colonel
pose and scope.
was broken, but it
nose
Palzer's
if
'
said:
the
was
or
two
stirring up of an old inonly
"I have given this lecture
in this round landed a
Palzer
of
jury.
three times in different portions
the left eye from
over
the state, and being purely extempor- hard left
bled
Moran
which
occasion.
profusely.
aneous, it differs upon each
Moran with two rights
the
In
are
sixth,
state
forgetof
this
Many people
knocked Palful of the charm of certain localities to the jaw in succession,
of nine.
count
a
for
down
zer
the
east,
again
for the ordinary tourist from
and in fact from the old world. One Palzer was only on his feet a couple
of the greatest assets to southern Cal- of seconds, when the bell ended the
ifornia in attracting the tourist has round. He was very groggy.
Moran rushed matters in the sevbeen the missions to be found in that
state.
enth round and after feinting with his
rortion of the
"The earliest mission in the state left, drove his right to the point of
of California was constructed in 1769 the jaw and Palzer reeled and fell flat
Mis- on his face and was counted out. The
by Fray Junipero Serra. 'The
sions of New Mexico,' of which I shall time of the last round was 20 seconds.
Palzer had to be helped to his feet
talk for the benefit of the hospital,
California
of
the
oldest
the
antedate
by his seconds, and. Moran assisted
missions 1G0 years. There was a him to his corner.
conWhile the fight fans were crowding
great era of conversion and the
the
,0,1"
by
in
temples
front of the club doors before the
building
sequent
Franciscan friars in the early years bout began, a young woman, Margaof the seventeenth century and prior ret O'Connor, said to be the fiancee of
to 1630 more than 15 temples, exceed- Jack Britton, lightweight, was arrestmodern ed on a charge of
ing in dimensions any of our
impersonating a
conhad
been
this
in
state,
man. Miss O'Connor, whose home is
churches
structed; some of them were built of In Chicago, was anxious to see the
stone and others of adobe; convents fight, she explained at the station
were attached and In the early half house, and had disguised herself in
century more order to get a seat at the
of the seventeenth
ringside.
converted,
been
had
souls
than 50,000
convertor were claimed to have been
ed, to the cause of Christ. My lecture
H
will deal with the work of the Franto
effort
LAS
VEGAS
ciscans and it will be my
demonstrate to the people of the state
FRIDAY, SEPT.
the material value of these sanctified
4
localities in the matter of present
TAe Show That's Dffer&re
tourist
exploitation.
day
"I shall go into all the occurences
dealing with the destruction of these
great buildings on the tenth day of
Ancust. 1G80. when the Pueblo Indians
revolted and in the brief period of 48
hours almost obliterated the work oi
a century. I have a collection of
slides, some of them in colors, of
the .sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and to the people of
Las Vegas who would hear the story
of the work of these friars, the manner in which these great temples were
constructed, builded as they were entirely by Indian labor, I feel that a
lecture of about 60 minutes' duration
will give a partial insight to the
labors and conditions which confront
ed these Soldiers of the Cross in a
portion of the United States historically so little known. I sincerely
school
trust that the young people-anchildren will, attend the lecture.
V
ft J
"A brief description of events in
:
lExX.
Mtrf&Gth,
occhistorical
connection with , these
AND
urrences'-was
given' by me at the
state normal two years ago, but the
!!
while
lecture of the twenty-secongenerally of a similar character, will
deal more specifically with the localities which in my judgment should be
better known and better appreciated
as material assets of the state.
"The collection of all these pictures
and slides has been at a great expense
KG niUOS
to me personally and I have refrained
5
MUSIC
so far from giving the lecture In any
admis"an
where
state
the
of
iJL1L
I
V
portion
sion fee is charged, and it is only on
TIVO Pf?FOJQMJlA "C3
account of the worthy cause of char
the
ity in this instance that I present
Rib-Tickli- nd
lecture to be used as a source of rev 1
ten-roun- d
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Is Connie Mack's
as a
baseball leader and his continued success due to luck or to subtle skill
and native ability?
There is no denying the Quaker
Wizard has been heir to a great
amount of good fortune in his eventful career in baseball, but something
more than luck Is responsible for the
Philadelphia Athletics, probably qualifiers for the next world's series, says
the Kansas City Star.
"Any manager in the big leagues
could win with a bunch of sluggers on
his roster. All" Mack has to do is to
sit there in the coop, look wise, watch
his men go out and pound the pill
and win the games."
This was an assertion made concerning Mack recently by one who
had been watching the White Elephants trample over the prostrate
forms of the opponents because of
their slugging ability.
Admitting that Mack is Jucky in
having his team as at present constituted, how did he form a team? The
average fan probably is unaware that
Connie Mack developed and "placed"
nearly every player on his ball club.
He has paid little for his players, for
the simple reason that he has passed
his time hunting the real ones under
cover and keeping them there until he
has them under contract and coached
and primed for appearance in high
baseball society.
It was Mack who developed nearly
every player who has made history on
his wonderful machine in recent years.
It Is easy to take a player who lias
qualified as a shortstop on another
club and use him with effect, but it
is no small task to switch a recruit
who has been playing at a given position at third, for instance and make
an outfielder of him, and a good one,
too. That is Connie Mack's long suit.
The Chicago bugs were surprised
when they saw Rube Oldring cavorting around at shortstop In Barry's
shoes in a recent series. Mack was
forced to send Oldring to the Infield
because both Barry and Orr were in
jured. Few realized tha. Oldring was
accustomed to playing on the infield.
Mack took Oldring from the infield
several years ago and1 made hint one
of the greatest outfielders
in the
game. Oldring has helped the Ath
letics win league and post season
championships, but he believed his
proper niche was in the infield when
he came under the sway of Mack's
Influence.
It was Stuffy Mclnnes' strong belief that he was a born shortstop. The
Idea never entered his head that he
was a first Backer until he joined the
Mack school.
Mclnnes was a good
shortstop, hut it took Connie Mack
to discover his proper place. He tried
him at first and despite his diminutive
stature Mclnnes has developed into
one of the great first basemen of the
game.

Eddie Collins began as an outfield
er and Mack soon found nis right sta
tion at second, where he has shone
as the brightest luminary In the game
as a, fielding and hitting guardian of
the keystone base. Barry, too, was
playing out of position oa the infield
when he came to Hack and was placed where he made such rapid strides
as a fielding and pinch hitting sensation that he astonished the baseball
world. Dan Murphy was another great
hitter and fielder whom Mack placed.
The leader of the White Elephants
also has shone as a tutor in teaching
his youngsters how to bat. Under
Mack Barry became one of the most
dangerous pinch hitters in the American league. When Barry first became acquainted with Mack he was
a poor batter. It took the watchful
eye of the, Quaker's specialist to
that fault in Barry's batting.
Mack saw plainly that Barry was not
a great natural hitter that it was
useless for him to take a long, sweeping swipe at the elusive sphere.
"Choke your bat, my boy, and train
your eye to watch the ball," was
Mack's advice to his budding world's
champion. Barry learned to choke his
bat and began to hit with amazing
skill. The White Sox and other clubs
fear Barry in the pinches almost as
much as Baker, all because Mack
taught him how to bat.
Luck has been a big factor in the
remarkable career of Cornelius MeGil-l- i
cuddy, but other managers have had
the same chance to rise to fame. Mack
himself to be
simply has enabled
lucky through thoughtful study and
unremitting vigilance. He is a lucky
gink, but he helped make his luck.
de-tc-
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PALZER KNOCKED BRAINS A FACTOR

COTTON PRICE FIXED
Salina, Kan., Sept. 4. The National
Farmers' union here today fixed the
price at which members will sell this
year's cotton crop at 15 cents a pound. SEVENTH ROUND SEES ASPIRANT
The present price is approximately 12
TITLE
FOR HEAVYWEIGHT
cents. The action binds every mem
FLAT ON FACE
ber of the union to hold his cotton

William Ellsworth, formerly a
ident of this city and well known
here, came In this afternoon from his
present home at Prescott, Ariz. He
will be a visitor with friends in Las
Vegas for the next few days.
Dr. Jacob H. Landau, rabbi of Temple Montefiore, will return tonight
from New York where he has been
on a protracted vacation. The usual
Sabbath services will be held tomorrow evening at Temple Montefiore"
Captain and Mrs. H. T. Holmes left
this afternoon for the east after a
two months' visit with their daughter
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer. They are much
pleased with Las Veas ' and New
Mexico and have made many friends
during their stay here. They expect
1o visit friends at Jefferson City, Mo.,
their former home and later visit
their daughter, Mrs. H. N. Matthews,
at Norfolk, Va., during the winter.
It is quite likely they will return to enue.
Las Vegas and make this their perTt is one of a mirnber of lectures
manent home.
which I use in exploiting the prlnci-- '
necespies of good roads, showing tne
We pay 5c a pound for nice large sity of making these
clean cotton rags. Optic Publishing places avaiable by good roads con- res-

THURSDAY,

Sigmund N'ahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassldy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemente Padilla, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwa'id, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix EsqulbsL
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.
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TODArS BASEBALL

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
National League
Chicago at St. Louis.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
Boston at New York.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn;

SWASTIKA COAL
2

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ttsTofWain
l"Jm Q Q fj
Jf

games.

American League
New York at Boston.
Washington at Philadelphia.

American Association
Indianapolis at Columbus.
Toledo at Louisville.
St. Paul at Milwaukee.
Kansas City at Minneapolis.
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Western League
Denver at Lincoln.
National

League

First game:

4.

Pittsburgh, Sept

R.-H.-

"No Need To
Watch It"

:..

4 8 0
St. Louis
2 8 3
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Sallee and Hildebrand;
Robinson and' Simon.

New York, Sept.

4.

First game:
R..H.E.

Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.

vV"

6
Brooklyn
2
4
New York .
Batteries: Walker, Ragan and McCrandall and
Marquard,
Carthy;
7
7

1

Meyers.
American

League

Philadelphia, Sept.

4.

li

First game:
R. H. E.

1
8 10
Boston
9
3
6
Philadelphia
Batteries: Leonard, Hall and Carri-gan- ;
Bush,
Plank Pennock, Brown,
and Schang.

j

American Association
Minneapolis,
Sept., 4. First game:
2 10 1
Kansas Cit7
4 5 1
Minneapolis
Batteries:
Lange and O'Connor;
Patterson and Owens.
v
YESTERDAY'S

If )
1

Let u wire your house for
electric light and give you the
bet burglar insurance obtainable ftt any price. Our service

:

i

if

.

.

Houses provided .with
electric light protect
v
themselves.

BASEBALL

National League
At New York Boston, 2; New York

At Brooklyn Philadelphia,
Brooklyn,
At St. Louis Chicago, 7; St. Louis,

at

cost.

minimum

Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

NEW HOSPITAL

1.

your

FUND

BUILDING

fl

4--

LECTURE COURSE

ILLUSTRATED

I

2,

At Pittsburgh
burgh, 1.

Cincinnati, 3; Pitts-

American League
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia, 4;
Washington, 3.
At Boston New York, 11; Boston,
4.

Western League
Denver, 6; Lincoln,
At Topeka Wichita, 7; Topeka,
At Lincoln

STANDINOJFJHE

1
n

Dr. P. H. H. ROBBBTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR and PATHOS of TRAVEL

5.

5.

Col. R.EI. TWITCHELL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

CLUB;

National League

Won' Lost Pet.

,Cluh
New York

Philadelphia Chicago

..

Pittsburgh
Boston

. .

85

41

.675

74
71
60

47
56
58

.612
.559
.532

54

8

,3r53 t
L'.r,4

Brooklyn

Cincinnati
St. Louis .UUli-.-l.4-

70

-

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
,

HOLY LAND

Ml
'

.431

,78

Ji09

84 '

.349

SEASON T1CKEVS
American
Club

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington

. .

.

St. Louis
New York

Club

Denver
Des Moines
Lincoln
St. Joseph

Omaha
Topeka .
Sioux City
Wichita

84

42

...77

51
55
63
62
71
83

70
67
62
56
48
43

Chicago

Boston
Detroit

League
Won Lost Pet.

.

80

Western League
Won Lost
-

86
77

67

60
59
65
65
70

61
59
53

74
79
85

.7371
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.667
.601
.500
.515
.500
.441

.367
.350

Pet
.632
.566
.629
.522
.489
.452
.428
.384

.

.

I

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

1$1.50
50c

....

,

CHILDREN UNDER XI YEARS

OPIUM GOES OVERBOARD
San Francisco, Sept. 4, Customs
officials expressed the belief today that
a large quantity of opium was thrown
into the sea from the Pacific Mai!

liner Manchuria, before the vessel arrived here on Monday, and that the
59 cans of the drug discovered o n
board formed only a sniall part of a
big shipment.
Though all of the wireless stations
near here were placed under close
surveillance days before th Manchuria arrived, it developed today that
a mssage had teen sent to the vessel

33c

from some station. Passengers and
crew knew In 'advance of the plana of
the customs officials and Use appear-anc- o
of a swarm of customs guards,
o nthe Manchuria's arrive!, caused ru
surprise.
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East, of tho New Mexico Meridian,
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
and being the same property described in a patent from the United States
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Dainty and Original Scheme for Dinof America, dated January 21, 1909,
THE
BEST
GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLED
Be
Carried
ing Table That May
and recorded in Book 71, page B6G,
Out at Small Cost.
of records of deeds in tho office of
'
tho County Clerk of said San Miguel
Plaintiff,
One of the pleasantest of the many
No. 7549. County, and more particularly boundvs.
duties of the housewife is certainly
that of arranging the decorations of
ed as follows:
Joel P. Whitney, et als.,
the dimier table, but it is rather difDefendants.
Beginning at corner No. 1, situate
ficult to vary them much, unless, of
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O, MOOSE Meets second and
Cleofas Baca on the south boundary of the Pueblo
To
P.
Joel
Whitney,
II
course, means are unlimited.
A. M. Regular com10
chains
west
Eloi
do
de
Pecos
Hilario
Baca,
Baca,
at
fourth Thursday
Casaus,
Grant,
evening each
The suggestion, therefore, contained
munication first and month at W, O. W. hall. Visiting
Frederico Baca, Aurelia Baca, Abe'-lin- a from the third mile corner in Townin the accompanying sketch for a very
third Thursday to brothers
R. de Eaca, Fred Walsen, Cora ship fifteen north of Range twelve
dainty and original decoration, vbieh
cordially Invited. Howard T.
sach month. Tisitlns: Davis,
may be carried out at a trifling cost,
Walsen Shannon, Freda Walsen Ren- - east; thenco south 13 degrees east 40
J. Thornhill,
Dictator;
should be welcome to many of our
brothers cordially in- Mrs. Allen Chamberlain, Alex- chains to corner No. 2: thence south
shaw,
WM-yf mis
readers.
tltod. Wax P. Mills,
de 39 degrees east 1 mile and 40 chains
ander Levy. Rebecca Marquez
In constructing
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVEP- it, in the first
W. M., H. S .yfan Potten.
5 deSecretary. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
south
No.
to
corner
Andres
thence
Marquez,
Guadalupe
Sena,
3;
shown
I 111
TISEMENTS
place, the framework of wire
I. O. of B. B.
4;
Meets every first TuesMarquez de Chene, The First National grees east 40 chains to corner
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Bank of Santa Fe, Fred Z. Salamon, thence south 24 degrees east 75 chains
In the vestry rooms
of
the
month
day
Insertion.
Five cents per line each
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
H. Z. Salamon, Mary E. Chapman, to corner No. 5; thence east 1 mile 20
at 8 o'clock D.
of
Montefiore
Temple
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
lar conclave er, 4 ' Tus-tVf- m.
.:
are
Salesman Maybe your wife would Charles C. Chapman, Bertha Chap- chains to corner No. 6; thence south No ad to
brothers
cordially InVisiting
occupy less space than two
day in each month at
like songs without words.
man, Elizabeth C. Donald, Mrs. Robert 40 degrees east 15 chains to corner
vited.
Isaac
Appel, President; Charles
All
advertisements
charged
Mr. Henpeck Say, she doesn't like Forsythe, Francisca Padilla do Cha- No. 7; thence south 39 degrees east lines
Temple at 7:3 9. m. G. H. Greenclay, Secretary.
will be booked at space actually set
KlnkeL JS. C; Chas. Tamme,
anything without words.
ves, Reyes Padilla, Anastacio Padilla, 2 miles 25 chains to corner No. 8;
without regard to number of words.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Teodoro Valdez, Antonio Valdez, Ra- thence south 62
degrees east 65 Cash In advlnce
preferred.
MANY SHY AT IT
1.
fael Martin y Trujillo, Higinio Martin, chains 38 links to corner No. 9;
Meets every Monday evening at
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
Anna Marls Rodriguez, Francisca Pa- thence north 1 mile 47 chains 70
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
j.
brethren cordially invited to attepd.
dilla, Felipe Mares, Inez Mares, Guada- links to corner No. 10; thence north
vocation
first
in
chains
Monday
42
west
Meliton
Mares, Eulogio 6 degrees 55 minutes
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G ',
lupe Mares,
each month at Masonic T. M. Elwood,
Mares, Encarnacion Mares, Eutimio to corner No. 11; thenco north 42
Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Mares, Higinio Mares, Pablo Mares, degrees 30 minutes west 95 chains to
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
'
deTrustee.
Ignaclo Baca, Preclliana Baca, Estevan corner No. 12; thence north 46
w-viBlood. Secretary.
Baca, Luciano Baca, Francisco Baca, grees west 38 chains to corner No. 13;
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Eplmenla Baca, Teofila Baca, Gavino thenco west 14 chains to corner No.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Baca, Pilar Baca, The Unknown Heirs 14; thence north 52 degrees west 33
S. Meets first and third Fridays Lovo at Woodmen of tho World
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN L
of Manuel Baca y Ortiz, The Un chains to corner No. 15; thence north
hall,
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
known Heirs of Fred Walsen, The Un 57
west 20 chains to corner
degrees
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
in the diagram on the right must bo
known Heirs of B. Jesus Marquez, The No. 16; thenco north 5 degrees west
made, and no difficulty will be found
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Unknown Heirs of Truman F. Chap- 18 chains to corner No. 17; thence
In doing this.
Main 329.
Local Deputy.
Visiting
man, The Unknown Heirs of Francisca north BR degrees east 24 chains to
Montague,
The base consists of a piece of wire
de- WANTED
47
Unknown
Reliable
The
companmembers are especially welcow a"d
north
Padilla
de
No.
thence
Chavez,
to
healthy
and
this
corner
IS;
tent into a circle,
portion
NO.
ion to invalid young man. Mail ap- FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
Heirs of Reyes Padilla, The Unknown
west 43 chains to corner No.
of the framework two hoops of wire
cordially Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
Unaro fastened and arranged to cross
to
with
Mrs.
references
west
The
10
Anastacio
plication
Heirs of
Padilla,
degrees
19; thence north
each other in the center, where they
Max Nordhaus, care Charles Ilfeld O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
known Heirs of Teodoro Valdez, The chains to corner No. 20; thence north
aro tied tightly together with string;
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are corLas Vegas.
Co.,
corner
Unknown Heirs of Antonio Valdez, 1?. decrees east 71 chains to
LOCAL TIME CARD
when this has been done, the wire
welcome.
J. C. Wertz, Presidially
boun
Martin
of
south
Rafael
Heirs
said
Unknwn
The
on
No. 21, situate
"Truth Is Btranger than fiction."
can he painted dark green and left
J. T. Euhler, Secretary; C. H.
"Yes, and the majority of men y Trujillo. The Unknown Heirs of dary of Pueblo de Pecos grant; thenco WANTED A girl for general house dent;
to dry.
Treasurer.
322
work.
East Bound
avenue.
Grand
a
Bally,
corner
of
to
to
Heirs
be
Beem
Hound this framework leaves
west three miles ten chains
shy on associating with Higinio Martin, The Unknown
Arrive
Depart
creeper (ivy can be used in winter strangers."
of .Tosefita Martin y Padilla, The Un- No. 1, the place of beginning; con ,
9:15 p. m.
when other leaves are not available)
girl for general B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and No. 2.. . 9:10 p. m
known Heirs of Anna Maria Rodriguez, taining secen thousand three hundred WANTED - Good
sire twisted until the wire Is entirely
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4.. .11:05 p. m.... 11:05 p. m.
housework.
Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520
THERt ARE OTHERS
The Unknown Heirs of Francisca Pa- forty-tw(7342.06) acres
and
"hidden, and attached to the top is a
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No . 8.. . 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m.
Washington.
dilla, The Unknown Heirs of Felipe according to the special plat of survey
.smart rosette of broad colored ribbon,
brothers No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m..., 2:10 p, m.
avenue.
VisfUng
Douglas
General
Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Inez certified by the Surveyor
with ends hanging down.
Wm. J.
Invited.
Gov.
are
West Bound
cordially
Guadaa
General
In
of
Heirs
of
the
ceuter
file
Unknown
on
this decoration,
In the
Mares, The
July 20, 1S93,
W.
D.
Condon,
Exalted
Arrive
Depart
Mills,
Ruler;
Tase filled with flowers or other orna
lupe Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Land Office of the United States.
1:45
.
ments may find a place,, and when
p. m.
1:20
No.
m...,
p.
Secretary.
I..
further
Meliton Mares, The Unknown Heirs
And you and each of you are
blossoms are cheap, they can be Inter
SALE Cheap, four fine, milch
6:15 a. m.
No. '3.. . 6:10 a. m...
of Eulogio Mares, The Unknown Heirs notified that unless you enter or cause FOR
mingled with the leaves and fastened
cows. Inquire 918 Douglas avenue. KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No. 7.. . 4:20 p. m... 4:30 p. m.
'
The Unknown to be entered your appearance in said
Encarnacion Mares,
to the wire with green cotton, and
7:00 p. m.
804. Meets second and No. 9.. : 6:35 p. m.
NO.
CIL
of
Unknown
The
8th
Heirs of Eutimio Mares,
day
cause on or before the
will greatly add to the prettiness of
C.
R.
AUCTION
I
PUBLIC
In
at
O.
hall,
will
sell
tiurth Thursday
pubHeirs of Higinio Mares, The Unknown October, 1913, judgment will be ren
the decoration.
lic auction to the highest bidder th Pioneer building. Visiting members
ATTOUNKY8
Heirs of Pablo Mares, the Unknown dered in said cause against you
Richard
invited.
live
ranch
are
stock
Devlne,
at
following
my
en
cordially
Unknown
confesso
The
Heirs of Ignacio Baca,
SUPPERS OF BROCADED SATIN
hy default and decree pro
f
one and
HUNKER & HUNKER
miles north of the G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Heirs of Preciliana Baca, The Un- tered against you therein.
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
on
east
Las
the
side
of
George
Uncity
Vegas,
in
the
Intended for Wear With Summer
known Heirs of Estevan Baca, The
The attorneys for plaintiff
Attorneys-at-LaOF
SECURto
of the Mora road. Sale
begin at KNIGHTS AND LADIES
The above' entitled cause are Francis C.
They May Quite Easily Be
known Heirs of Luciano Baca,
New Mexico
In
10
2390.
Made at Home.
Meets
NO.
on
o'clock
Las
COUNCIL
ITY
Vegas,
Sep
Thursday,
sharp
Unknown Heirs of Francisco Baca, Wilson whose postoffice and business
on the
1913.
of
O.
Sixth
W.
tember
milch
W.
Five
street,
head
11,
hall,
Baof
The Unknown Heirs
Epimenia
address is Santa Fe, N. M., and StephC
To wear with the summer negligee
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
cows, some to be fresh and some
ca, The Unknown Heirs of Teofila en B. Davis, Jr., whose postoffice and
the shops are showing- dainty slippers
and
m.
8
steers
12
at
one
head
of
month
Knights
p.
Visiting
milk;
giving
.fashioned of brocaded Batln. These
Eaca, The Unknown Heirs of Gavino business address is East Las Vegas,
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
f
and
years old; 6 head Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
are rather expensive if your desire tc
Baca, Tho Unknown Heirs of Pilar New Mexico.
' t
Dentist
FinanD.
A.
6
steer
calves
head
Tillman,
clever
aro
President;
purchase them, but If you
Baca, The Unknown Heirs of FrancisWitness my hand and the seal of yearling steers;
of
work
Dental
any description at
at needlework they can bo duplicated
4 head steer cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
him?
months
about
What
old;
eight
bankrupted
of
Jigson
co Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs
the said court this 19th day of August,
r
at home for very much less.
moderate
to
run
a
prices
Z.
W.
4
Wigson Trying
Montague,
calves under six months old; head 908 Jackson avenue;
Diego Padilla, The Unknown Heirs of 1913.
First purchase a pair of soles the
auto on a
1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
4 head Assistant
months
ten
calves
heifer
Deputy,
old;
Bartolome Martinez, The Unknown (Seal)
LOREN'ZO DELGADO,
required size and bind them with a salary.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
heifer calves ten months old, from East Las Vegas, N. M.
Clerk.
Heirs of Josefa Marquez, The Un
'fancy silk braid of tho predominating
cows
3
best milk stock;
range
good'
color used in tho brocade.
When
known Heirs of Cesario Marquez, The
GOOD LUCK
for beef; 1 mare four years old; 1
choosing the brocade select a design
Unknown Heirs of Juan Marquez, The
IN THE PROBATE COURT
which will look well on the top of th
horse six years old; 1 horse nine
Unknown Heirs of Juanita Padilla de State of New Mexico, County of San
.foot
years old; 1 horse ten years old.
RoNo-- . 12.
Heirs
of
Unknown
The
Marquez,
Miguel.
From heavy muslin cut a piece ol
Terms of sale, cash. Judd A. Det
ESTATE
THE
saria Marquez, The Unknown Heirs of IN THE MATTER OF
material to form the too portion th
DECEASED.
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
terlck, Owner. C. A. McMillan, Auc
HVEEM,
of
BERTHA
Heirs
This
The
must
Unknown
Juan
fit smoothly to th
OF
lipper.
Trujillo,
tioneer.
solo and bo ablo enough to comfort
Tomasa Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs TO WHOM IT MAT CONCERN:
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
the
:hat
iAbly accommodate the foot,
is
Notice
hereby given
of Jesus B. Marquez, Tho Unknown
20c per 100 lbs
L2000 lbs or more, each delivery
Few pieces of furniture
"Using this as a guide, cut two simof Benito J. Marquez, The Un final report, accounting, and petition FOR SALE
Heirs
25c per 100 lbs
ilar pieces from the brocaded satin
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
almost new. Mrs. J. D. Barnes,
known Heirs of James J. Whitney, The for discharge Qf M. M. Sundt, adminand baste the two together. Outlin
40c
Bertha-Hveemonn
e.arh
tn mnnihs
per 100 lbs
third floor Wells Fargo building.
delivery
of
Unknown ellirs of Anna' Caroline istrator of the Estate
the design with twisted silk of thi
.
.
50c
filed
with
per 10C lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.
deceased, has been
same tone and Improve the sllppei
Houghton, The Unknown Heirs of
and
horse.
SALE
FOR
San
'driving
Miguel
Buggy
of
Court
Untoe by embroidering tiny flowers here
the Probate
Juanita Padilla de Rodriguez, The
Apply Friedman's 1037 Eighth St.
&
and there. To the back of the muslin
known Heirs of Feliciana Padilla, The County, New Mexico, and that the
D.
1913,
A.
or
a
sine
and
wnite
wmpstitcn
lining
Unknown Heirs of Refugia Padilla, 10th day of September,
1200 Lincoln Ave
Phone Main 227
bind the top with braid to match the
has been fixed by the. said Court for FOR SALE Four room house and
Padil
Salome
Heirs
of
Unknown
The
.Tnin
the tnit ririrtinn trt the
snips.
sun room, two lots, well, city
of objections to the same
la, Tho Unknown Heirs of Chepeta the hearing
-- soles
with strong Bilk thread, whip
' water and sheds;
clos$550 cash. Box
and
settlement
final
the
for
Padilla da Valdez, The Unknown Heirs and
stitching the two together.
East
Las
244,
Vegas.
said Estate.
of Jesus Padilla, The Unknown Heits ing up of
They are quickly made and the reWitness my hand and seal of said1
sult Bpeaks for itself.
The Unknown
1
of Teodoro Padilla,
13th day of August, A,
A case can be fashioned to contain
20c per 100 lb
2,000 lbs.; or More, Each Del very
Heirs of Fred Z. Salamon, The Un- Court this
The Policeman Do you want me to
.thse slippers from brocadod satin of
LORENZO DELGADO,
1913.
25c per 100 Ibi.
Each
to
and
2,000
Delivery
Z.
1,000 lbs.,
lb.,
Salamon,
arrest the automobilist who ran ovev known Heirs of H.
the same design. Make it to lesr-n30c per 100 lb.
Clerk of Probate Court, San Miguel
200 lbs., to 1,000 lb. Each Delivery
Interests
of
Claimants
Unknown
The
We a large envelope and place tho you,?
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
M.
N.
40e
County,
200
Each
to
lbs.,
per 100 lb.
50
Dtlivery
lbs.,
Rastus No, sah. Dat auto's num- in the premises adverse to the plainslippers between the folds fastening
rooms for
housekeeping.
light
50c per 100 lb.
(SEAL).
50 lbs., Each Delivery
than
Less
hereinafter
ber was
sho flap with a pearl button and a
the
premises
tiff, (being
Rooms 33 and 64 Wells
Fargo
described), defendants in- the above
Building.
CONMAY
NOTICE TO WHOM IT
A
U A
entitled causo.
TIGHT AT THAT
CERN
Rose Leaves in Rope Silk.
are
of
nerehy
each
you,
and
You,
FURNISHED ROOMS for light houseAn excellent way to work rose,
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, th Purity m
N(ice is hereby given to whom it
notified that the above entitled cause,
Lincoln.
921
unkeeping.
.leaves is by means of the fishbone
the
Have Made Las Vega Famou.
concern that Frank Roy,
Qualities ot Whir-in which you are defendants and Hen- may
DOUG-LA28th
AVENUE
on
701
stitch, especially if worked In a rope
the
OFFICE
was
appointed
or coarse mercerized floss, alry W. Kelly Is plaintiff, has been com dersigned',
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
A. D. 1913, Adminis
of
March,
dav
in
the
menced and is now pending
though finer flos3 can be used with
hi'il. Phone Purple 5301.
of the Estate pi D- - J- - Osborne,
good effect on a small leaf. To mak-- a.
district court of the Fourth Judicial trator
and all persons having
leaf, start at the apex and take on?
District of the State of New Mexico, deceased,
Subscribe for The Optic.
the Estate of said D.
email stitch on the central vein, then
claims
against
San
of
IA and for the County
sitting
"t ake a stitch on one side, in slant
acOsborne, deceased, will present the
Ladles
Miguel, the general object of said
ending at Just over the cri.
within the time prescribed hy Professional Health Culture for
same
tion being to quiet the title of plain
Krai vein. Then take a stitch on the
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
ROY,
FRANK
law.
tiff In and to certain premises desoppoBko side, ending It just o t .
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Administrator.
central vein. Work in this wi f r
cribed In plaintiff's complaint and to
Facial Massage, Manicure
Treatment,
side to Bido; alternating, working fro'.v
obtain a decree establishing his said
Plaza Hotel
tf.he apex to tho base. The loaf m.
title and barring and estopping each Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p.; m.
?he shaded by using different tr h
No man with a family to support
one of the defendants in said cause
for one leaf, light green at the t,;i
can
title
afford to have kidney trouble, nor
or
right,
claiming any
from having
xlark green at the base, with a me.-.;- i
fear It with such a remedy at
Classified ad. ierch out tho people to wnom among au r -'mm shade between the two.
or interest in or to the said premises1 need he
hand as Foley Kidney PI"3- An hon
also
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
those who MIGHT BIT ths particular thig la worth motv
or any portion thereof; plaintiff
est medicine, safe and rename, costfor
judgAMD
and
relief
Foley
good,
much
asks for general
ing little but doing
Landscape Costumes.
want to sell is WORTH MOST ve teaie
Tiat property
A landscape costume is a novelty
SIGN PAINTING
liiiiii
ment for costs.
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
and
tone up the system
who reads the ads. In thl newspaper and womld aevr hear mi
mado of soft silk with a pattern upon
Tho premises described in the com rheumatism,
ana
Freddy That's a swell hat Crosby's
moneys
of
normal
action
restore
N.
O.
St. It looks as if copied from an aninvolved
your property unleM It were advertised aer.
plaint in said causo and
wearing,
bladder. O. G. Schaefer ana Kea
429 GRAND AVE.
Japanese print, and, though the
Yes. It matches his head. therein,' and as to which plaintiff Cross
Reddy
Store.
Adv.
Drug
'design is vague, anyone possessed of
Others, who read and anirter adi. In this newspaper wait (aa
seeks to establish, his title, are de
imagination can see a tree and bush,
anxious to pay cash, for) books, automobiles, ased sachlMf?
are
Idlotlo Advice.
scribed as follows:
'a fringed pond frank, a house and Dentist Have
Yellow complexion, pimples and disand
furniture, articles of vaetulness of any sort, and musical fi
been
you
real
and
land
anywhere
horizon. Such silks are made up into
That certain tract of
blemishes on the face or CHICHESTER
PILLS
figuring
struments.
.'what is called the wrapper or "uncut" ,lse?"
and being in the body can be gotten rid of by doctorin?
BRAND.
A
Patient I went to see the chemist estate, situate, lying
I.adlosl Ak yoor Vrugy 1st for i
iclurt, which consists of two straight in our
and State of the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE I
San
of
Miguel
As the classified ad, arc read j all polhI bmyeis, ot au
County
village."
1111
In
Ked
end
mciaiiicW
bald
It
puriof
fine
corectant.
material,
lengths
very soft
fci;,
v
!
boxM, sealed with Wire Ribbon. V
New Mexico, commonly called tho Los is a powerful liver
And
Dentist
sorts of thlais, they have com to ba tinders of the bm hjj.'
what
idiotic
Bible
advice
did
vital
the
Take no other. Itnr of Tour V
leathered into the waistband, looking ho
1
14 fies the system, stimulates In
'
l'ruui.lnt. Ask for 'II 1.4 'f IKK. TFH
rtf
'
in
viTownships
glvo
e
Grant,
your'
lying
Trlgos
kef.
rather full, hut not bulky, about J:
for US
and puts the body
IJIAJill ItllAAU
Patient He told mo to come and and 15. North of Range 12 East, and organs condition.
years k nown as Best, ' test. Always Reliable
50c. Sold by
and falling in at the anklt.v,
'M'tm,
Price
gorous
S010 BY DRUCQ'STS EVERYWiir.BE
'
Tnwnshln 14. North of Ranzo 13 Central Drag Co. Adv.
where it must be luvh It I? veleatcL see you, sir!

J'AKES

A

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In the District Court of the Fourth
Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, Sitting in and for the County of San Miguel.
Henry W. Kelly,
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NORMAL NOTES

FUN WILL BEGIN

LOCAL NLWS
Light automobile
o'clock this evening

3

lumps ut 7:09

Mrs. Ike Lewis is reported
seriously ill at her home.

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar.

ii.ii

ii n

t

i

h a

1

THE OLD RELIABLE
BAIN v A
yx

r

1

IW

Kelly & Co.
s

Jefferson Eaynolds, President.

President

E. D Raynolds, Vice

Halleit Reynolds, 'Cashier.'

S. B. Davis,

:

Vice President.

.

H. Brie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

;

,

Tonight at the Hotel Romaine will begin one of the most delightful affairs
In a social way that have ever
in Las Vegas.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
i

Capital,

LAS' VEGAS,' .'n."m.

;

"

'

J

Frank Carroon is in charge
The spaghetti and Dean
student body.
of
the
manthe
Masons,

At the last meeting of the board ot
Commercial
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bendix are Elks and members of the
regents it was decied to have an open
the proud parents of a baby girl bora club, with their wives and families,
. . merino ot whlh timA
-- - thfi board- will
a
start at 9:30 o'clock Instead of 9
to them last night. Both mother and will
dedicate the large frieze given to the
, V
a
rn.
baby are reported as doing nicely.
Normal by Charles Ilfeld, a member
affair is not a stag function as was
of the board of regents. At the same
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged thought by numerous citizens yester- time the two large pictures given by
inIn wood. Direct from the distillery day, but all those who have been
the class of 1913 and the frieze given
vited are expected to bring their
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
by the class of 1912 will be dedicated.
AdT. wives or sweethearts.
musio and special speakers
in
the
The feast will be served
huge Special
will
appear at this time. The hoard
imMiss Grace Carroll and Miss Anna dining room of the Romaine and
invitations to the members
will'
issue
Schmeler from Chicago are in charge, mediately afterwards the floor will he of all the other educational boards
conwill
which
of the trimming room.
Bring your cleared for dancing,
of the state.
hats into be remodeled. All work tinue until the wee hours of the next
will be informal
guaranteed. Mrs. A. Standish. Adv. morning. This affair
The first chapel period of the year
in every way. There will be no trac
at
was
held Wednesday imorning,
It was announced this morning by es of that stiff atmosphere that goes which Professor
a
Home
Van
gave
and
Mr. Fielding
that the street cars with the usual evening function,
"An
on
the
subject
would be at the Hotel Romaine at he who garbs himself in a dress suit delightful speech
Ideal Honeymoon."
the close of the party tonight and will be decidedly uncomfortable.
As Mr. Fielding stated this mornthus conveyance will be provided for
The Normal band, under the direcall his guests.
ing: "This affair will be informal in
of Professor O. C. Zingg, met and
tion
g
every way. Just a jolly housewarm-inThursday morning. Many
reorganized
his
with
continued
There will be a jolly oocial tomor
He
party."
row night at the Presbyterian church favorite expression "Look" and gent- new students have joined, taking the
were
for all Las Vegas young people. This ly insinuated that no dress suit would places of the members that
affair is being give by the different be required. When this party was graduated last year. The band will
as the one last year,
young peoples' societies of the city announced the Masons, Elks and mem-her- s not bo as large
in every respect as
be
better
will
but
their
club
and
and promises to be enjoyable.
Commercial
of the
have
several
joined the
girls
wives at once decided that their plans
the
at
settled
Photoplay for Thuhsday evening weer
Fielding night
theatre last night proved to be one Romaine Fielding is not the kind to
The Girls' Glee club, under the dof the big dates in the history of that pull off a party with any hitch, and
theatre. The show was well attended. the affair tonight is sure to be a good irection of Miss Cornelia Murray, met
The pictures shown were excellent one.
Thursday morning for the first time.
audience.
the
have left school, so the organi
Few
and thoroughly pleased
Mr. Fielding requests that all his
will have practically all th?
zation
hotel
on
names
the
their
guests put
One who has listened to all the register upon, tjheir arrival, as he old members back besides the lare
lectures of the Santa Fe lecture would like to preserve a record of number of new students who have
course which have been given in Las the guest list for his first big func- joined, making the club about twice
as large as the one of last year.
Vegas during the last four years has tion at the Romaine.
psronounced Dr. Robert' lecture on
"The Humor and Pathos of Travel"
J,esus M. Rivera, who resides in
the best given during that period.
Antonchico, has applied at the court
COMPETENT TEACHER
house for $4 as bounty upon two
Sidewalks are to be built on the coyotes killed by, him recently near
streets surrounding St. Anthony's san- his home.
SUCCEEDS MRS. KOIIN
itarium, the contract for the work
having been let to T. W. Smith. Work
There will be a regular meeting of
The sisters the
NEwill be begun at once.
Royal Neighbors of America to-- ! MISS CHELLE CROZIER OF
I
w
in charge of the institution also ex- morrow evening. All members are
I
IIT
DnnonA univcnoi
NSTRUCT IN MUSIC
pect to build .some. '.additional walks requested to be present as there is
within the grounds.
business of Importance to be
The present attendance at the city
A branch from a pear tree in the
schools is 364, from the rirst grade
Montezuma orchard near the Hot
through the high school. The atLETTER LIST
ADVERTISED
Springs was brought into Las Vegas
Letters remaining uncalled for, for tendance of the grades alone is 309,
this afternoon and Is now on display the week
while the high school attendance is
ending August 30, 1913:
55. This is about the same figure as
at the E. G. Murphey drug store.
Mrs.
Mrs. Magdalena G. de Armijo;
This branch bears 44 pears. Local
Clatten-burg- ; that of last year, although the high
Carrie
Miss
Hughes Bryant;
school attendance has fallen below
people who have visited this orchard
Harry E. Davis; Mrs. Julia
with
laden
are
trees
the
that
record..
aay
John
R.
H. Martin;
Olson; the
Hugh;
fruit of all kinds.
The attendance at the city schools
Jose Roybal; Don Eligio Sanchez;
is now at a point where excellent
William Terry.
can be given each student.
The following civil service examinaWhen calling for the above Nask training
None of the rooms is crowded to any
tions will be held in this city on the for Advertised Letters.
dates mentioned:
extent, thus giving the teachers beSeptember 29
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
tter opportunity to give tfleir pupils
Logger (male) salary $660 per annum.
best of training. The work has
the
October 6 Cook (male and female)
"HARVEY'S"
in real earnest at both the
salary $420 to $540; chief bacteriolo
31st sea- started
mountain
Famous
ranch;
gist (male) salary $3,u00; special ex- son.. Old management; old rates. Car- Douglas Avenue school and th-- Caslle
school.
aminer (male) salary $2,000. For all
riage out every Saturday. Leave
In the high school the two new
other information concerning these
at Mtirnhev's or Plaza hotfl.
courses, that ot" manual training tsnd
examinations see J. R. Lowe at tthe losewing, are popular with the students.
cal postofflce.
Subscribe for The Optic.
The manual training department is
P
TV.
ll
The Optic has received from the
been provided for this department. All
National Highways association a map
tools and work bencaes are the best
of the United States depicting.-thobtainable and with this advantage
nation
various
routes followed by the
excellent work may be expected. The
al roads. According to this map there 1
manual training work extends from
are .proposed and partially construct
the high school down to the sixth
13
national
main
highways,
edsix
grade. All grades below the high
trunk national highways and 49 link
school are given a period of work
of
network
national highways. If this
three days in the week, while the
roads is ever completed, automobile
school students recite(each day.
high
will
be,
traffic all over the country
Bryon J. Reed has charge of this department.
HOTEL ROMAINE
The new Improvements in the
1913.
Dinner, September 5th
school
buildings have made the insti:
Dining room open from 6 to 7 30 p. m.
tutions modern in every resepect. The
Soup Cream of Oyster.
basements of both schools have been
Olives, Picktmii,
Relishes Queen
cemented and the toilets that have
Radishes, Young Onions, Chow
been Installed are modern in every
Chow. ,i ..
One special feature of this
respect.
Beef
Meats Roast Prime Ribs of
'
is the sanitary drinking
improvement
" Au Jus Baked Fish, German
fountains. In the high school three
'
Stuffed Mangols.
fountains have been installed, two on
Entree Pear a la Mode.
the first floor for the grades and one
Vegetables Mashed Potatoes, Stewed
on the second floor for the high
Onions in Cream, Sauer Kraut.
school students. The grade pupils are
Desserts Vanilla lee Cream, Pumpkin
allowed to drink from these fountains
Pie, Assorted Cakes,
when they leave the school at reces3
Drinks Tea, Coffe, Milk, Postum, Ice
and also when they return and at any
Tea, Cocoa, Buttermilk.
other time when necessary, while
Cheese, Crackers.
those for the high school are at the
iw- -'
,7
"Hark" "Look!" There's a man
students' disposal on the same basis.
going Hungry but he's going to get. a
Since the opening of actual school
square meal at our SPECIAL Dinner
work on Tuesday morning not a class
Sunday, also fine music.
Miss Chelle
has been missed1.
AT
a graduate of the school of supervision of the University of Nebraska, has been secured to take the
P
position in the city school vacated
PORVENIM
by Mrs. Charles Kohn, that of music
The Ideal Mountain Resort
and art instructor.. Miss Crozier will
arrive In Las Vegas next week to take
Phones Main 20 and Olive 6174
'
'
charge of :Hhis department."
'

Our Depositors Receive Every Cburtesy and Accommodation Whkin the Scope of .Good Banking.

BARTLETT

BEST

I

OF

HOME OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Fsxncy Peaches For Preserving. Per
Box

1.25-

-

-v,
,

ConcordGrsvpes. Per Ba.sket 50c
All Other Fruits f ,r Preserving at Low-

est Mark'tt Price

6 lbs. for
vi
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HAYWARD
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SON
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-- LOCAL AGENTS

DUY AN AUTO DflfVERY WAGON
Inmurem
Prompt Dellverlom at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers' and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliahle in operation cheaper than 'norse power

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CMAfll

$1,050

?:rJ8

ILFELD CO ?J? FX MY,

FOLEY

EQUIPPED AT YOUR

IP

OVERLAND HCDF.t 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demon

trator show
Las Vegas AufomciJila
Phone Main 344

you
&

Mactiioe

Whalen.

&

Co

Fowler Props

CO.
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mim mm

said, "they may he used in making
picture of the deceased."

used

TO PAINT PICTURE

a

HUERTA SAID TO BE

I--

Faricy iiipe

Interest Pa5J on Time Deposits

THE

The Best Homes in Las Vegas Have Hoosiers In Them

3

,

'

AT THE

of her walking was wasted.
Frankly most women don't waste such a large percent.,
but almost any one will tell you the Hoosier
'
saves half your steps
The secret is in having everything you need in preparing a meal at your
fingers' ends. The Hoosier has been built scientifically from suggestions of
60,000 owners. It's a good cabinet and will please you. Better order yours
now and save miles of steps this hot summer.
Nine-tent-

j

Surplus, and Ujowvided Profits $35,000

$100. 000

Her Hoosier
Cabinet

The president, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, is out of town on a lecture tour,

1912-191-

pF

She wanted to see if she really needed a Hoosier
Cabinet. She found she took over 1,000 steps in
her kitchen preparing a meal. Then she put the
cabinet on trial and she reports that she takes
only about 100 steps preparing a meal with

-

Sole Agents

!

!

A
E

One Women Experimented

-

STEARNS' STORE

Gros

Bourbon
Adv.

that Is being given by
agement of the hotel to all

WE WANT
YOUR. ORDERS

Vff

EXPECTING
IS
to be EVERYBODY
GOOD TIME AT HOTEL
TONIGHT

Our new fall stock is now complete,
and a beautiful line of pattern hats is
on exhibition. Mrs: A. Standish Adv feast

t

G 1
1

9:30 O'CLOCK

AT

-

The school year for 1913 and 1914
was officially opened Tuesday at the
New Mexico Normal University with
total enrollment of 230, a larger
number than on opening day last year.
Many of these are from outside of tl'te
and several from other states.
tfcity
.
l Uteri,
Many oi tne grauuauss ui
are among those registered iu
the junior normal course.

'

DENVER
ARTIST
ANNOUNCES
SUCCESS OF HIS LATEST
VENTURE

READY TO RESIGN

Denver, Col., Sept. 4. Having made
numerous pictures out of cigar ashes,
ashes from Mount Vesuvious and other
ashes, Myron A. Root, an artist of
3100 Vallejo street, has
just completed
a picture, 24x36 Inches, from human
ashes. The picture, which Root calls
"The Awakening," has been put on
exhibition in Young's cigar store in
the Masonic Temple building, and will
be offered to the city park museum
by the artist.
"Having had success in making pic
tures out of all sorts of ashes, ths
idea to make one out of human ashea
suggested itself to me," said Root this
morning. "Through a friend of mine,
jf secured the ashes of a woman
whose body had been cremated
"The hardest part of tne work was
to get a subject for a pictura in V.eep-inwith the material used. I made
numerous sketches before I hit upon
the idea which I have carrie 1 out in
the picture. It represents a woman
who has left all earthly ties behind
her and is just awakening to the new
life."
The picture, according to Root, Is
worked on a base of plastic cement.
The ashes were rubbed Into his cement with his fingers. The oM'ire,
Root declares, Is indesructibie.
Root says that his successful completion of the picture opens in
new field for artistic work. '
"Tnstrad of Placing ' the', ashes of
"loved ones in a grave or vault," Root
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the Huerta forces or constitutionalists. McCormich is from San Antonio,
Tex., where his father, Dave R. McCormich,, resides, and tSephenson is
a IjOS Angeles, Calif., man.
To Pray for Raiin
New York, Sept. 4. One hundred
and thirty pilgrims from Mexico, who

are relying on the efficacy of
prayer
as a means of bringing about
peace
and prosperity in their country, arrived here last night on the steamship Mont Serrat, eft route to Rome
and the holy land. The party is In
charge of Archbishop Leopoldo Ruiz
of the diocese of Michoacan,
Mexico,
who said that the pilgrimage was the
result of a widespread belief in Mexico that prayer would
bring peace to
the country.
Transport to Save Refugees
?
.
rV,.t
sept. 4. The army
iiauusra,
transport Buford will sail Monday, by
order of President Wilson, for the
west coast of Mexico to
bring back
American
The transport
.refugees.
will go as far south as Salina
Cruz,
putting in at Acapuko, Muzanillo,
and possibly Guaymas and To
polobampo on the way back.
Rations for 1,000 persons and a hospital corps will be carried.
Hon

n
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